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pi MR. REYES: Good morning. My name is
M Luis Reyes. I'm the Regional Administrator for the
pJ Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Region II office.
pij This morning we will conduct a Predecisional
I1s Enforcement Conference between the NRC and
ps Mr.Thomas -McGrath, which is closed to public
M obseration and which will be transcribed.
pm This subject of the conference is an
, apparent violation of the Comnmission's regulations

ptq regarding deliberate misconduct and employee
vil -protection. Specifically. at issue is your
lvi' involvement in an apparent discriminatory employment
Pia3 decision regarding Mr. Gary L Fiser, a formerTVA
l14l employee.

its) The agenda for the predecisional
jig enforcement conference is shown in the viewgrnph and
psn if you need a copy of that, we can provide you with
113 one.
till Following my brief opening remarks.
aq Ms.Anne Boland, to my right, the Region II
iti Enforcement Officer, will discuss the Agency's

2 enforcement policy. Mr. Loren Plisco. to my left.
vsi who is Director of the Division of Reactor Projects.
PA will then discuss the apparent violation and the
ps) NRC's perspective on the issue.You will then be

Page 4

jli gnien an opportunity to respond to the apparent
M violation. In this regard. I wish to reiterate to
pi you that the decision to hold this conference does
ml not mean that the NRC has determined that 2

tM violation has occurred or that enforcement action
iv will be taken.This conference Is an important step
rn in arniing at that decision.
pi Following your presentation. I plan to
pi take about a ten-rrunute break so that the NRC can

Wi1 bnefly review what it has heard and determine if we
psil have any follo%-up questions. and we physically will
rlsa leave the room to take that break.
PAt Lastly. I will provide some concluding
141 reinairks. -

t51 At this point I would like to have the
(163 NRC introduce themselves and then ask you to
p11 introduce vour participants.
sol MS. BOLAND: I'm Anne Boland. the Region
q, l 2 Enforcement Officer.

;M MR. DAMBLY: Dennis Dambly.Assisunt
pil General Counsel for Materials Litigation and
= Enforcement.

p21 MR. REYES: Luis Reves. I'm the Regional
;ml Administrtor for the NRC office in Atlanta.
Msl MR. PLISCO: Lawrence Plisco. Director of

Pago 5

1ll the Division of Reactor Projects. Region 2.
rA MR. STEIN: Michael Stein. Enforcement

M Specialist in the NRC.
pi MR. MeNULTY: William .McNulry. I'm a
M Field Office Director for the Office of
ml Investigations.

M I MR. McCREE: Victor McCree, I'm the
p1 Deputy Director for Reactor Safety in Region II.
M MS. EVANS: Carolyn Evans. Regional

1q Counsel.
plI MS. EUCHNER:Jennifer Euchner. attorney,

1p21 OGC.
1ia MR. SPARKS: Scon Sparks. Senior
fil Enforcement Specialist. Region 2.
iS; MR. VIGLUICCI: Mr. McGrath. my name is
l1sq Ed Vigluicci. Senior Licensing Counsel forTennessee

'171 ValleyAuthortry.
pal tMR. MARQUAND: I'm Brent MarQuand. I'm
1131 Senior Litigation Attorney for the Tennessee Valley
Poi Authority.
Pi) MR. McGRATH: I'mTom McGrath.A few
= months ago I left the Nuclear Power Program. I Was

p2l the portfolio manager in the power trining

ir24 organization.
'rat MR. BOYLES:I m Ed Boyles. I manage the I,

ill Corporate Human Resource Office forTVAM.
pR MR. REYES: Mr. McGrath. are the
,Pt atendces. otherthan yourself, here at your
pi request?
;M MR. MeGRATH: Yes. they are.

; i MR. REYES: Do you have any objections to
| P2 representatives ofthcTennessee ValleyAuthority

lsl being present at this conference?
M MR. McGRATH: I have no objection

10 whatsoever.

1111 MR. REYES: Also. I would like to state
1ti2 that this is a conference between Mr.McGrath and
t12 the NRC and although counsel is present, we will be
114 directing the questions to Mr. McGrath and, of
1ls course. he can pass the question to somebody else.
tigi but we'll be asking you the questions.
1171 MR. MeGRATH: I understand.
1151 MR. REYES: It's your choice whether you
lii want to answer them yourself or turn them over to
;mol one of your representatives.

!pil We can go on and continue with the
1;M agenda.
!n, uMS. BOLAND: I would like to just take a
!ial few momcnts to go through the enforcement policy.
ips which I believe we provided you a copy of attched

Page 6--
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1pj to some of our correspondence to you. It has been
Pi recently reissued November 9tLh 1999. so if anyone
pi does need a copy of it. we can makc copies availablc
p] to you.
PI As Mr. Reyes has indicated, were here
gis today because of your apparent involvement in an
prr apparcnt violation of NRC requiremenu.As the

pli former manager of Operations Support, you were
p3 responsible for assuring that NRC requirements werc

liti followed.Based on our review of the 01
1111 investigation. it appears that you may not have
gtu adhered to these requirements and. more imporuantl

Im, your actions ma y havc bccn deliberatc.
gul The purpose of this Predecisional
gis' Enforcement Conference today is to provide you the
ligi opportunity to address the apparent violation which
pi, Mr. Plisco will go through in more detail and we
itsl communicated to you in our September 20th. 1999
ir, letter. .
p This conference is essentially the last
121l step of our enforcement process before the staff -
; mankes an initial enforcement decision. Our purpose
n here is not to ncgotiatc a sancion.We want to

I241 hear your views on the facts and circumstances
121s surrounding the decision-making regarding Mr. Fiser.

Itt the circumstances surrounding the apparent
* violation. whether at the time you believed that

p1 your actions were appropriate, and whether now afLi

j: having substantial time to consider those actions.
W, whether your views have changed in that regard and
IC if so. whv And thc corrective actions that you
l71 have pCrsonally taken or plan to take to prevent
pI recurrence If you arc involved in NRC activities in
p; the future.

liw Based on these discussions as well as
git) other information, if we conclude that deliberate
p¶2 violations did in fact occur.the NRC may take
IX various enforcement sanctions against you. In
Jult accordance with the NRC enforcement policy and th
gIs] commrission requirements. enforcement action could
tisl range from a notice of violation to an order

tiri prohibiting your involement in future NRC
IIs: a2civities should we. in fanm conclude that a
lit deliberatc violation of 50.5 deliberate misconduct
Po! occurrcd.As I mentioned, if you do need a copy of
12] any of our regulations 10 CFR 50.5 or the
-m enforcement policy. well be glad to provide them to
zi you before you depart today.
2z As Mr. Reyes has indicated. we want to

Psi emphasiic to you that we have not. in fnt, decided

PAS
ItI that a violation occurred or whether it was
P deliberate or whether enforcement action will.in
p] fact. be taken.Thas swhat this enforcement
,ui conferencc is about, to ensure that we have all

isi relevant information on which to formulatc a final

im decision.

m During this conference we will havc
p; various questions for you to answer to assist us on

, rcaching that decision.Should you need any
pqoi question clarified or if you have any questions
gvii before this proceeding. please feel frce to 2sk.We
u12 want to cmphasize that wc expect from you a complete

1131 and accuratc response to all our questions. lf we
gtA] fail to ask 2 proper question, I'll put that

Ilis question in context for you. or you need additional

?o9

1i'u explanation or you feel that there is additional
J1i7 relevant information that needs to be presented. we
.sll expect you to come forward with that inforrmation and
[III address that.

PCo I also would like to note that any
'1 statements of view or expressions of opinion or lack
!m thereof by any members of the NRC staff at this
1m2 conference are not intended to represent any final
jp' agency determinations or beliefs relative to this
psl matter.

Pago! - Page 10

* 1s1 Follo.ing the confecrnce. Mr. Reyes in
m conjunction with our Offce of General Counsel, our

er pi Office of Enforcement.will make a final enforcement

I , decision in this case, an initial staff enforcement
d j decision in this casc.This process gcnerally takes
Jr, about four weeks to accomplish.

-r Lastly. if that enforcemeni action does
| w involved a proposed order. the NRC will issue a
* s press release announcing the issuance of that order.

ltc] but will hold that press release for 24 hours after
gtt1 we've provided that order to you.
112? One administrative mnuer.As Mr Reyes
113] has indicated, we are transcribing this conference.

IC IltAl A copy of the transcript may be madc aVilable to
d iisi you after the NRC has made a final enforcement
I.i'l decision. If we do. however, make the transcript
17t available to vou. it also becomes a mtter of public
lisn record and is placed in the public document room
11ss If vou have any questions that you would
pol like me to address, I'll be happy to at this time or

at1 2 any time during or after the conference.
j1 MR. McGRATH: I have no questions right

IPI now.
1Pgi MR. REYES: We're going to continue with
j1si the agenda and Loren was going to summarime the

BRO� REPORTING, INC. (404) 876-8979 Mm-U-S cript� (5) Page 7-Page 10
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P) allegations.
tg MR. PLISCO: Good morning. Before we get
e strned. I'll take 2 moment to summarize the
t'1 allcgations.

Z The NRC's Office of Investigation
i completed an investigation in August of 1999
M regarding Mr. Gary Fiser a forrnerTVA Nuclear
p Chemistry and Environmental Specialist, who was not
pj selected to fill one of two Chemistry Program

pol M:anager positions during a 1996 reorganization.
Psi- Mr. Fiser vwas llegedly not selected to
tizl fill the position for engaging in protected
P1 ac2ivity.The evidence gathered by the Office of
iuj Investigations indicated that as Mr. Fiser's second
Eisi line supervisor, you influenced the selection

cii process to preclude the selection of Mr. Fiser for
ri one of the Chemistry Program Manger positions.
Pii Further, the evidence resealed that the
riu individual selected for the position of PWR

;m Chenustry Program Manager was preselected for the
ail position and that the same individual could have

iM been placed in a vacant site chemistry position.
mi Such a placement would have resulted in all
P&I employees affected by the reorganization retaining
Rs their job The evidence revealed that vou rejected

P

iii requirements for the protection of employees against
m discrimination for raising nuclear safety concerns.
Pi At this conference we're giving you the
pi opportunity to provide information regarding your
pi involvement in this issue and the events described
q in the summary of the Office of Investigation report
Pl provided to you previously.
pi As Anne discussed, due to the
m significance of the apparent violation and your

liw substantial role in the matter you should provide
("1 an explanation as to why you should be permitted to
IPal engage in NRC licensed activities in the future.
VXi Are there any further comments?
tui MR. REYES: I thinkl we concluded the part
tll) in the agenda where we talk about the enforcement

sl and the apparent violation. Mr. McGrath. so we would
piiq like to turn over the conference to you to male your
Psi presentation.
11q MR. MCGRATH: Thank you. I Appreciate
Rai the opportunity to come be able to talk with you
p1l this morning.l believe there have been some
ra i misunderstandings of the facts and circumstances
n' involved in this case and I hope we can clarify
p] those this morning.
;sI I would like to discuss with you a little

ma9 13

PSl
cs1 the request for placement of this individual at the

sza sitc.
PI The evidence also indicated that you
pi subjected Mr. Fiser to disparate treatment. In this
c* regard. the evidence reflected that you appointed an
* individual to the position of RadCon Chemistry
In Manager without competition while Mr. Fiser was
cis required to compete for one of the two Chemistry
m Program Manager positions that were also created in
1ti 1996.
fili The evidence indicatcd that these actions
n2z were taken in retaliation for Mr. Fiscr's engagement
tps in protected activity, which vwas Mr. Fiser's filing
ul of a discrimination complaint with the Department of

tPi Labor in September of 1993.This issue appears to
ligi be an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.5. deliberate
P71 misconduct, and 10 CFR 50.7. employee protection.
1iol The apparent violation is shown on the handout And
vi vwas documented in our letter to you datcd September
po 20th. 1999.
Pi) We place a high value on nuclear industry

e employees feeling free to raise safety concerns to
;,1 man2gement as well as the NRC without the fear of
p'i reprisals.The Energy Reorpnization Act and the
Mq Code of Fedcrl Regulations establish strict

P 121
I1

I

t
PA

go id

;'I bit about my background and then the process that
m was used for the reorganization of the Operations
pi Support Department and the selection of the
II Chemistry positions in 1996. and then I would a1so

i|l like to address some of these specific findings that
R are listed in the summary report.
m To begin with my background. I have spent
guj about 30 years in nuclear power. I have been in it.
m until. as I mentioned earlier. just about the
1101 beginning ofJuly, in our PowerTraining
pil Organization.
0t2 I clearly understand the importance of -

p3l reactor safety the importance of employees being
imi able to - in fact, are encouraged to identify and
lisi document any kind of problem that :ould potentially
lgu impact reactor safety, and I also understand the
tif importance of management support of both of those
pai principles.
PI) Since 1968. most of the positions I've
pq held in nuclear power have been directly related to
12ii reactor safety. began in the Naval Reactors
; Program in 1968.1 spent many years reporting
wag directly to Admiral Rik-over. he ran that program for
P'l sometime.
pq The last eight years there I was 2 field

I
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1il represCntativC.As a field rcpresenutive. my

( z rcsponsitilities relative to reactor safety were
pi very similar to those of one of your senior
,; residents.
M One thing that happened there to me that
Iq I have to relate shows the imporuance of management
pn involvement in safety.The program had been set up
pi with a field representative office on shipyards and
p; we had very clear authority in the shipyards that

pol were well defincd.We decided to increase the scope
I11]of our acivities to provide monitoring, not unlike
1121 what your residents do.a number of the operating
1131 nuclear power ships and I began a program of
rlu traveling to San Diego once a quarter with a few of
III] my assistants to monitor the operations of ships

lisl that were in port.
1171 But this was an informal program I had
lit no defined authority at all. I was just down there
Itil monitoring it. I ran into a problem of observing a
;ml ship which happened to be doing steam generator
p2i hydrostatic tests. and I had a number of safety
M concerns with how they were doing it.There were

mi; issues of command in control. failure to follow
Rd: regulations. failure to follow their own procedures.
tasi but I decided to direct them to shut down and stop

Pi

p1s participated in or led all of the operational
m maintenance reviews for the re-strt up of units.
p1 both Browns Ferry units and the initial stan-up of
1I North Palm. I also participated in several other
151 reviews when there were problems, such as the 1993
psi problems at Sequoia.
m In 1989 I was appointed as the nuclear
pi Safety Review Board chairman, because at that time
iM theTVA management. the NRC and INPO had all

1101 concluded that our Safety Review Boards were'
It1l ineffective.l remained as chairman of that board
12i through 1997 and I continued on as a member until
1131 mid-l999.when I left the Nuclear Power Program at
isl TVA. In that area I ma de the NSRB a very effective
11s1 organization and. in fact. the inspection reports
psi issued by NRC for that entire period noted no
w111 deficiencies and consistently noted that the board
ill was effective in looking into and raising safety
1z'@1 issues.
rm In those positions I probably have
pil personally raised numerous. I don't know what the

.;m number are. of potential reactor safety issues
1RXI myself. and I understand the need to go and do
;p1 that. I understand the importance of employees
1121s being able to do that, becausc something like the

'g' 17
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1ll the operation. Now as I say. I didn't have any
Er authority down there. but the only reason I felt I
P; could do it. I had no d-)ubt in my mind that I had
HI full management suppon for anything that I needed

15l to do where there Vws a rectnor safety concern
p] involved. So I proceeded to do that.
M I subsequently got feedback that my
is: actions were evaluated and it was concluded. as I
is thought, that I had no authonry to do what I did.

(10t but I did the right thing In fact. what I did on
pil that became part of the training program of field
p'a reps in the future of what Was expected of them.
1gug When I left the Naval Reactors Progam.!
t^i went to work for a couple years out of nuclear
list power. I worked for Lockheed Ship Building Company.
t¶6] I was the QualityAssurance Director there for a
li7l while. One of the main problems there I had to
i"s correct Was a reluctance on the pan of miny of the
.ii QualityAssurance Inspectors to document quality

pol problems We had to get that flxed and get that
pil documented and into the Corrective Action Program in
m27 that compan):
I22 In 1987 I came toTVA. In all my time in
12A) nuclear power there I was in positions where ractor
ps1 safety was my primary responsibility. I ither

ml Safety Review Board, which will only meet for a
m couple of days at a time. is very dependent upon
Pi either employees having used the Corrective Action
pi Program or being willing to talk to the board
is] members and tell them about what is going on in
t6i order for us to effectively do our job.
rn While I was Nuclear Safety Review Board
pi Chairman.! did have other responsibilities atTVA.
Pr 1 also tried to use these same principles in those
clwt jobs. In fact. the only unsatisfactory performance

gsij rating I ever gave a manager was due to a recurrent
'11u2 problem with him not documenting issues in the
l121 Corrective Action Program.
.I. In summary, my entire career has been

l1s1 focused on nuclear safety and I understand the
w1a importance of it and the importance of employees

om7 being free to raise any sort of issue.
:i'a' I would like to go on now and discuss the
Ijiq reorganizational selection process with you.

P In October of 1995 1 wvs appointed as the
!12l Acting General MaNager of Operations Support.
in21 because the incumbent had health problems and. in
'gr, fact.a few months later he died from cancer.When
*TA1 I first took the job. the Chief Nuclear Officer at
i1s) the time requested that I look a2 the organization.

E R O~~~~~~~~~~~ RE O T N ,I C_4 4 7 - 9 9 Mm * - rpt 7 a e 5 P g
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VI Hie had requested the incumbent to do it. but because
gM of his health problems, he was not able to finish
p1 that review. So he turned that over to mne. so right
pij about that time I started looking at the
pi reorganlizationl.
pi In early '96.1 think about the first
M week of March is wh en it came out. we got the budget
pi guidelines for fiscal year 97. including projected
pq targets all the way out through 2001 .The guidance

11o1 I had was basically to reduce the budget of the
pi oarganization by at least 17 pcrccn't.The budget of
u'az a corporate organization is overwhelmingly personnel
pai salaries and benefits, so the only way to reduce
luil that is to reduce the number of people.
g'si The approach I elected to take was to try
pist to look at where should we be in 2001. which was a
piin targeted 40 percent reduction from where YOU are
11ej now, and take the logical first step to get there.-
113l I feel it's unfair to cmplo,~ ces to get all these
Val little increments while sitting there Waiting for
pi1 the next shoe to drop. and when it's my job, we will
= try to target where we were going to be in 2001 and

P31 take a logical step to go there.
p) In looking at the organization, the

12r, purpose of the reorganization was to better align

Page 20
ll the corporate organization with the needs of the
pM sites and we looked all the way across all of
pi Operations Support. In the Chattanooga office, on
id a% eragc wc reduced the number of people by 24
Mi percent. Now that varied between different
isi organizations.Thc RadCon Chemnistry are2 did reduce
M from tmelve to six. but a comparable number in the
psi maintenance area went from seventeen to nine.The
pi Steam Generator area actually increased from three

Inq to five, because that was a time period where not
Ive only were we brinjing more generators into service
lair at Warts Bar, but steam generators were becomning a
's1 much bigger problem in the industry and we felt we
lul needed more resources added to it. So there's quite
gpsi a bit of variability throughout the organization as
l~ie to the size of the change in any one place.
g1r1 We created new position discriptions for
[it) all of those positions and provided them to uniorf
liv resources for review to determine which positions
poq were required to be posted and repCated.The answer
pi1 I got back from Mr. Boy les and his staff was that We
mlj needed to post all of the new positions.
P31 1 would like Ed now to tell you what
;ml process they used to make that determuinattion.
ps1 MR. BOYLES: Again I'm Ed Boyles. I

Pagi
'il manage the Human Resource Office forTVA Nticlear
m Corporate. In 1996 I was also in Human Resources
p1 and was involved in the '96 reorganizations that
I&l were occurring.
Ms As Tom described, we had the budget
pi guidelines and a business planning process underway
m in the spring of '96.Wc were looking at major
is) reorganizations in Engineering. Human Resources.-
M NuclearAssurance and Licensing. Op Support. and

('01 several arCas.Thc process that We used and we used
("1 the standrd process laid out byTVA policy and -

ila~ total federal regulations is to compare the new
1131 position descriptions that are developed by the line
(im organization to the existing position descriptions;

!pand based on those descriptions. we make
!psl determidnations, is this job interchangeable, is it

imthe same, does a pcrson have a right to it or is it
val a new position?
"il And in this case. as I said. we had

!pej several reorganizations going on. I had two
tril3 consultants who worked for Me and at that time they

;Mwould evaluate these position descriptions and do
nlthis comparison.'We would make these calls, this

'P't Was a fairly routine activity in 1996. so we made
Jpithe determination that the Chemistry Program Manager

Page

pll positions required posting at that time and I gave
Mp that information to Tom McGrath.
PI MR. STEIN: And the RadCon didn't
pi1 Mr..McArnhur was transferred into his position and

's] that position did not require posting?
I q MR. BOYLES: Early on 'in the process.Tom
M' may want to add.Tom McGrath came to me with a
pi concern that had been expressed by Wilson Mr-Arthur.
il1 In the initial discussions of the organization. I

l1c1 had told him I thought that most of the positions
"il would require posting.Tom had passed that on to

lizl Wilson McAxthur.Tom came to me. and I don't
('31 remember the time frame, but nt was early on because
tul we wanted to resolve the management positions before
ltss we got into the other positions.Tom came to me and
l(161 indicated that WiLson had expressed concern about
p~ our decision to post that job. He felt that it was
('iSI his position. that he had held the position before

11131 and in his view had performed the position duning

P1this interim timne.So Tom McGrath asked me to look
at that position, and I agreed that we would look

I and make a determination.
11 a2ssigned one of the Human Resources

ligml officers who worked for me to look at the history
61and make some dcterrninations.What we found was

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 that Mr. Mc.Arthur had held the positionTechnical
pj Programs manager previously. He had been moved into -
pi another position. but he had not been issued a new
p1i position description, so his position description of
s record was that of Technical Program Manager.When

Fn I compared the new. the existing position that was
mi being done by another individual in the interim and
ga the position that McArthur had previously performed.
pi we made the'decision that he had rights to that job

V:;o based on his job description of record.
ill Again his job description of record was
uiz the 1990 position description.There were some
p12 differences, but I felt that the differences weren't
iul significant and that he had rights to the job.
lsq reviewed my assessment with my supervisor. who was a
jisg manager of Human Resource Operations at that time.
:II and she agreed I was proceeding in the right
tS] direction.

V 1I MR. STEIN: Mr. Grover. I believe. also
pe came to you with some concerns because he was on the
Pal same level as Mr.McArthur and his position had
x disappeared when you merged those two positions
m; together.
p4, . MR. BOYLES: He came to US at a later
asl time. probably weeks. months later, and he was in a

I.P
VIj MR. STEIN: Well, you found a place for
pzi Mr.Groverbut in Mr.Faser's examplewhen you
pa look at what actually occurred. someone wasn't
y] transferred to the site. so you had three becoming
151 two.WhatS the difference? Why wasn't Mr. Fiser
p treated in a similar fashion as Mr. Grover?
p1 MR. McGRATH: I believe we need to talk
pi about two different things. If you go back to
pg, Mr. McArthur's's position, the position in which he
oq was placed was not a new position created in 1996.

Iti The particular position had been created sometime in
l1t early '95.before he was involved.An individual
tis had been placed in there on an acting basis who

flu] retired about February or March of '96, so there was
J.S1 an existing position to which the RadCon Chemistry
11ssj Manager reported. So we're not creating a new

;1i7 position.
111 Mr. McAnhur asked the question and the
Ils1 reason I thought it pwaS reasonable to refer it to HR
Itni and also the answer I got back was reasonable,
6t severl y-ears before having been involved in a
|Fm reorganization and getting HR's advice as to how to
1F52 go about it, one thing I was cautioned about was the
:rad wvy we were going to go. If you created a situation
!ps where you climinated a position. then shortly
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lol situation where once w e determined Wilson McArthur
F., had rights to the position and we didn't
p; competitively bid it. he was without a position. He
AI came to me and expressed his disagreement in that.
131 Wx'e discussed this vwith my supervisor, my
w next level supervisor, who was a general m.anager of
M Human Resources at that time. Ron Grover is a
p; manager we wanted to keep.We sat down and worked
PI out a compromise where he requested an assignment to

lio] INPO and we worked out the details of that
III] assignment and ultimately Ron spent 15 months with
1ta7 iNPO. He's currently back in Chattanooga working on
i12 projects and he has a developmental plan that he has
lee agreed to. so yes. I recognize the problem with

nisi Mr Grover's position and the fact that not
is, competitively bidding the MerAnhur position caused
pii1 him a problem. but I think we did the right thing
la wnth Wilson McArthur.] think ultimately he had

113 rights to the job and he had already expressed
po; concern.
-1] It Was a situation. Wilson McArthur
.q should has c been given a position description when
i he was placed in another job. Hc was not. It was a
M situation we inherited and we tmed to do the right

Its] thing.

-'-

Vit thercafter re-created the same or a very similar
t position.a person who had been eliminated for it

pi would have rights to that position.
Id) What I knew of the circumstances with
si McrtAnhur there had been a reorganintion in 1994

pi which had eliminated his position and in which he
|] was the RadCon Manager or had a comparable position.

tI a different title but it was the same position.
| 'When there was a change in general managers over

1ivi Operations Support and a new individual coming in
tsj; re-created that position and placed someone in on an
1i12 acting basis, who subsequently retired within about
113] a year.
leej From what I had been advised before, when
jisl that position w-as re-created at that time.at that
q time McArthur had rights to that position and

j1%7] probably should have been put in that position back
Val in 1995.

:1i31 The situation you talk about at a site.
1150: the OX report is factually incorrect stating that
pii there was a vacancy at the site.Therewas no

rm vacant position at the site.Wc have confirmed that
2] 'vith Human Resources at the site and with the

jr^] manager who is over there. So there was no position
ipsi to transfer someone to.
I
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pi In fact,2 question was asked of me.
; moving on. what I said to him was that if Sequoia

R site had a position, they would have to advertise it
1a just as we do in Corporarc.They never advertised
M it because there was no position.
jq MR. STEIN: Then why was Mr. Charles Kent

m asking for Mr. Harvey to be transferred to Sequoia
p if there vasn't a position there?
pi MR. BOYLES: Let me try to address that.

lia The Human Resource officcr that worked for me and

zl" Tom McGrath came to mc when that question came up.
1sz What they asked for iwas that an individual be

pia transferred to Sequoia as a transfer function.They
Pul didn't have a vacancy in Chemistry at Sequoia.They

is asked us to transfcr the function. the Chemistry
qs) Organization out of Chattanooga there.Therc were

p three incumbents at that time.You cannot transfer
pal the function of that organization to another

V'2 competitive area without climinating the functions
K in the organization that the position is leaving.
PI) So Charles Kent is a line manager. I -

; don't expect him to implement a chart of
ti regulations. He made a request and we didn't think.
pal we could legplly abide by that request.Again.
RS there Vwas no V2cancv.ZWe could not transfer the

I ('I MS. BOLAND: What position was hc in at
pj that time?
p MR. BOYLES: I believe it was the RadCon

pq Manager.
rs MR. McGRATH: Yes.
q MR. DAMBLY: Is that the same position as

Mr. Grover was in?
pq MR. BOYLES: No. He was Chernistry.
M MR. DAMBLY: He was Chemistry Manager?

giq MR. BOYLES: Yes.
pil MR. REYES: I'm confused.
1i23 MS. BOLAND: Yeah. J am too.
113 MR. REYES: Let me ask another question.
["I You say that Mr. McArthur's PD was not
lisi updated when he was in another position, but
pimq somebody al50 stated that since Mr. McAnhur had
pm previously held the position and it was not a new
isi position being created, it 6as a position that was
,q vacant and in your view he had the right to be
Pq moving into that position. Did I understand that

right?
I MR. BOYLES: Could you restate the
vi5 question? Maybe I can -

Ia1j MR. McGRATH: The scenario was in the
11251 early 1990's._think about 1994._Mr-MArthur held
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pi function and that vwas our response to the site.
M MS. BOLAND: Before you move on. I had a
pi question regarding Mr. MeArthur.
g'i You said that .r. Boyles, that the PD. I
(Is guess. for Mr. McAnhur being in the Technical
m Services Manager position was his official PD of

M record and that he had occupied another position.
m but thzt the PDs were never updated.
w Had his PD been updated appropriatel)y

pq would that have changed the process?
ai MR. BOYLES: We would have compared the

tsa position description of record at that time with the

~ls new one.
tul MS. BOLAND: And what would that have,

'sil required you to do if this PD vw6as different. had the
1g'. current PD been in the file?
p7i MR. BOYLES: We would have utilized the
gill current PD to do the comparison with the new PD.
ig) MS. BOLAND: And it would have had to

Rqj have compared directly?
oil MR. BOYLES: When you say directly. but
= to use terms as preponderance or the majority of the
p1 activities. that it be interchangeable and that an
pil individual can do this job within a reasonable

pq period of time.
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pj a position. the title of which wasTechnical
'M Programs Manager. In a long line of reorpnizations
:PI that position was eliminated and Mr. MaAnhur became
lis the Radiological Controls Manager. He was not given

isi a position description forthat.sotheTechnical
*t Programs Manager one stayed on the books as his

!M official position.
1111 Sometimes in early 1995.1 don't know the

M date, the position of Radiological Controls and
jim Chemistry Manager, which was essentially equivalent
1111 toTechnicol Programs Manager, was created and
p¶2 another individual was placed in that on an acting
VA basis.That individual retired in early 1996.

141 leaving that position vacant.
!Vs I believe had the review that Mr. Boyles

pil did as part of this been done in 1995 when that
p1l, position was re-created. at that time it would have

1s1l been determined that Mr. McAnhur had rights to that
1s15 position and he should have been put in that
pq position rather than the individual that vws put in
pil there on an acting basis.

tm MR. REYES: So the decision to move
'1223 Mr. Mc.Arthur to that position w2s based on. if I

ipu, understand you right.two issues. One. he was not
lps5 given a new position description for the position he
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1ii held and.two, you were of the view that he had

m rights to the position that Was Vacated based on

pl similarity of the position. Is that the point
pi' you're trying to make?
pi MR. BOYLES: Correct.
p MR. REYES: I'm not agreeing with you,

m I'm just restating it, because we're all a bit

pi confused.
pi MR. BOYLES: Similarities with his

Io1 position description of record.

iisj MS. BOLAND: But Mr. McArthur did not

pil have to be reevaluated when you made that decision

Is] because he had an incorrect position of record.

1"l1 MR. BOYLES: Cor-ect.We didn't look at

11s) qualifications.
n MS. BOLAND: Hd he had a corrct PD.he

p7r would have had to have been evaluated?

[IS] MR. BOYLES: The PDs would have had to
Iir] have been evaluated.
20 MS. BOLAND: And there was a difference.

piR if I understood what you said. the difference was

m Chemistry.
p] MR.BOYLES:Ycs.
R': MR. DAMBLY: Let me ask a question.1m
12si kind of confused here on Mr. Fiser. His position

lij positions just as they had previously and incumbents

m had to compete.
pi MR. DAMBLY: My concern herc is
I'j Mr. Fiser and apparently as a result of a DOL
pi complaint in '93.there ws a position for Chemistry
W Program Manager created Then that got reorpnized

pr somehow out of it and he had to compete for
pq Chemistry and Environmental Program.
m MR. BOYLES: Correct.

pq MR. DAMBLY: Now you reinstate the former
1li position and he has to compete for that again even
lgi though you're reducing his duties and he's held it
1iia in the past.
IS41 MR. BOYLES: That's correcLt
1151 MR. DAMBLY: But Mr.McAnhur in a
jig] parallel situation because of the screwup in his PD
jol didn't have to do that?
till MR. BOYLES: The fact that he didn't have
tit, a current position description Was a major factor.

'W It was an important issue. Now under the Code Of
.ill Federal Regulations it says the official position.
pa In our practice we view that as the position-
pis description of record.
p12l MR. DAMBLY: When you say the Code Of
,rsj Federal Regulations. are you speakingTVA'TVA
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tit was Chemistrv and Environmental Progrnm Managcrand
M then you changed it to drop environmental. so the
p! new one initially had less duties ostensibly than
wp the old one' Although Mr. Fiscr said he wasn't

is) doing any environmental.
pi So if vou decrease the scope of work, you

m ha' e to compete that. somebody's held to that and

p; something else would have to be competed for a

pi lesser scope?
[101 MR. BOYLES: In my view. the position.
Iii you are talking about two specialties. Environmental
1za and Cherrmstry. From a PD standpoint they are

113; significantl) different. In the process that

lsi occurred when Mr. Fiser was moved to Chirtanooga. he
.sl was pla ced in a position. Shortly thereafter there

tic was a reorganization that put the Chemistry and

ri Environmental together.They posted those jobs

til because they were viewed as different. He'applied.
fill MR. DAMBLY: Before that he had the

poi Chcmical Program Managcr position?
Pi) MR. BOYLES: Correct.

a; MR. DAMBLY:Just like Mr. McArthur
in1 before that had a RadCon position.
psq MR. BOYLES: And what occurrcd in '96 was

psi much the opposite of that. and again they posted the

. follows OPM?
i MR.BOYLES:Yes.
pi MR. STEIN: Mr. Boyles. there Was not

i total agreement among members of your stuff.There

si were people on your staff who thought that it should
pi have been posted.
M7 MR. BOYLES: When I initially had it and
pi I have, I think- I brought copies of some notes that

! M we utilized to make this decision.They are rough
qio notes. but Ms.Boland. ifI could these arc a pan
l of the record.

uizl MS. BOLAND: Okay.As long as you are

13i aware that they become pan of our record.

MU] MR. BOYLES: They already are.They are
1q a part of the record. I just thought that this

q would....
*i7l ' When I initially was contacted by

p: Mr. McGrath to look at this. I consulted with my

fi i staff, a Human Resource Officer on my staff named

o Ben Easley to look at tha. I had come into the

pit position in 1994 and aws not totally familar with

qm the history of the organization. He pulled up most
|ri of the history for mc. He did the research and gave

,psl me the background that I utilized to nuke the
|Fq decision.
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pi Initially Ben had no problem with that.

n He did come to me later on. after I had already nade

p] the decision. and told me that we should post that
pi position according to Wes Motley, which was a poor
Xj case we had previously decided. I didn't agree. I
q didn't agree because I thought that Ben Easley. who
11 had worked for me for a short period of time. I
pl thought he was focusing on an individual and a-
pq friend that he had that he had become concerned
II about. Ron Grover. who ws wnihout a position at
,il that time. and I've already talked about how we
aM addressed Ron Grover's situation.
, Again I thought he was focusing on an
wi individual.We would have had to have posted the
sI job had we not decided that Wilson McArthur had
qI rights to the job. Once we decided that, posting no
.] longer was an issue.
qI MR. DAMBLY: If you're under OPM. why
pi didn't you follow RIF regulations if you had gone
-I from three positions to two?
?1 MR. BOYLES: We do follow RIF regulations
s in establishing competitive areas. because
ml ultimately those reorganizations can result in
mlt downsizing and loss of positions. So in the three
ni Chemistrv.Environmentl Program Managersthat Was

.

PA

lil working for him.
p * ;Mr. Dambly. let me bring up one thing
pm that may help you.Wc have one very similar
pj position to the Chemistry one. if I might.It had
M to do with the Steam Generator Program. and I think
ql some of the stiff here is familiar with David

p2 Getches. It was a very similar item where he had
Pt been the Steam Genertor Program Mlanger.As a
p result of a reorganization. he had been promoted to

lict a position of aTechnical Manager over steam
vil generator and other maintenance arcas.We decided.
lizl as I mentioned to you earlier, to increase the Steam
tsm Generator staffing to what was going on and, in
c141 fact, he was probably. he was spending a vast

Ilisl majority of his time on steam generator issues only
tIIq at this time because of what was going on.to go
1172 back to a single Steam Generator manager.
stiq essentially the identical position to what he had

liq held a few years before that.
1m However, the decision from Human
Mi>i Resources Vwas that it was a ddfferent position from
pm the one he vas currently in.The decision was not

jlim based on what he VMs actually doing day-to-day. it
j12a was based on what his position description said.Wc

:2s1 made that decision even though we knew that he Vws
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jij one competitive area. so we did that.
p1 MR. DAMBLY: And af 211 thrce of them
pi qualificd for the two positions. why didn't you
p1 follow seniority?
s MR. BOYLES: The new positions were
i different.
m H MR. DAMBLY: They had reduced
wi responsibilities from the old positions.
pl MR. BOYLES: Again, in our view this was
ial very similar to what we had done previously and they
"1 were different.And I think that Mr. Easley. who
'21 made that call. still agrees in that area.
sz3 MR. STEIN: Mr. McGrath. can you describe
,ul your relationship with Mr. .McArthu-r. your work
i*q relationship. your social relationship?
qsj MR. McGRATH: For one thing I haVe

171 absolutely no social relationship with
'ls Mr. McArthur.
fit) My relationship at work, he was a

;q subordinate manager for the period of time that I
121l was the General Manager of Operations SupporL I
m had preiiously worked with him since he had been a
XI member of thc Safety Review Board for a number of

;ml years. I would describe my relationship with him as
psi being professional. as well as with several managers

go 36 | Page

t'j probably one of only a handful of people in the
, entire country who were qualified to hold the job.
8 but that same one, just like the chemistry ones. we

pj advertised that position and competed it.And it

Isl was based upon what the position description said.
pi My understanding. as Mr. Boyles has
M talked to you. by our process. the decisions are
jpI based on what the position description said.
M Mr. McAnhur's situation was complicated

ipq that in the past there had been an error made. so
1i j his current position description was not current,
gIit but that was the situation that HR had to deal
vg) with.As Ed said. he even took it to his supervisor
I.l to make sure he was making the proper decision and
Isi he tried to make that decision in accordance with
f'sl the rules under which they operated.
1112 MR. DAMBLY: Do you all have bumping and
I,&] retrieve rights under OPM?
tip] MR. MAROUAND: You raised an issue I
p20 wanted to address. and that is throughout nuclear at
121 that time while they were reorganizing. what they
zz would do.as he indicated, is they would rewrite
12l posnion descriptions. Of course. there were a
p1i number of early outs going on at TVA. but what would
i happen was that employees who were in existing jobs

SB-
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I l would be informed that their positions were surplus
-'and that they might be subject to a reduction in

force at some point in time.
So what would happen was that old jobs

-ewould disappear. new jobs would reappear. Employees
IC in the old jobs did not have reassignment rights or.
pn retrieve rights or anything like that to the new
pi jobs unless it was determined to be essentially
pi identical or similar under the OPM regulations that

pol Ed referred to. So if there was not a right to
il reassignment to the new job. that is.if it wasn't
tiz substantially similar, then the employees in the

113 surplus jobs would be subject to reduction in
til force.
IIo They wouldn't have - the only employees
aic with retrieve rights or rollback rights are -

t'31 employees under the bargaining units that are
III) covered by the contracts. Mlinagers such as
1Ign Mr. Fiserand his peers do not have those rights
poi because they are not subject to the collective
pwi bargaining agreement. Is that right. Ed?
m MR. BOYLES: That's correct.

pIm MR. DAMBLY: Then your managers are not
p2' under the OPFI regs'
's] MR. MARDUAND: They are under the OPM

Pag Al

1i1 with HR?
m MR. McGRATH: I1l let Mr. Boyles tell
pR you. He came to Mr. Boyles and Mr. Boyles told him
j] that.
M MR. STEIN: Inm just thinking about
pi confidentiality and employees going to HR with
M7 concerns this type of concern. that would get back
a] to line management.
pR MR. McGRATH: Welwc do keep things

111l confidentsil.At the time when he did come and
I at raise this was the first time that I ever knew this

['m was in June of'96,that he had even submitned a DOL
1I13 complaint in 1993. So I had no knowledge of the
l4l existence of that complaint prior.
iise He brought it up and Mr. Boyles needed to
isie come to me because he was affecting the
1i7) reorganization. It was a decision that had been
'laj made to post the positions.What Mr. Boyles told me
115m he was going to do is to bring this information to
pal our Labor Relations people who deal with the DOL and
I11 OGC to look at this rmner and give us advice.
m And. Ed. do'you want to cover what you
mi did there?
r] MR.BOYLES:Yes.Afterwehadmnadethe
rasi decision to post the Chemistry positions.Ben Easley

Pop

'- regs.VWc have to rememberTVA is not a competitive
m civil service.Were an excepted civil service. so
p] the managers don't have those types of retrieve
P] rights

gsl MR. DAMBLY: Am I correct that Mr.Fiser
a; was the senior of the three?
In MR. MAR 3UAND: He had moreTVA seniority
p; was my understanding
pl MR. McGRATH: Going on to how we handled

pol the Chernistry positions. Mr. McAnhur and Mr. Grover
l1 recommended that the two positions should be one to
liz support PWX'Rs and one to suppon BWR's. Mr. Grover
1131 with input from the incumbent ChemistrySpecialist
Iui prepared the position descriptions for those jobs.
1151 I had no involvement in what the position
1sl description said and I normally would not have any

1131 involvement in position descriptions at that level.
its] As we were proceeding toward advertising
tip; them. Mr. Fiser came to Human Resources and he did

1 raise a concern that ifue ewere to go ahead and
Oil advertise those positions.that that would not be in

' accordance with the settlement of his 1993 DOL
- complaint.

MR. STEIN. How do you know that? Who
-nformed you of this conversation that Mr. Fiser had

Ioo 1 Page 42
gII came to my office and asked me if I would talk to

in Gary Fiser. I agreed. and he went back and brought
pi Gary to the office. Gary told me that he had had a
pi DOL complaint previously and that as *`pa t of that
is) complaint he had reached a sentlement and was placed
pi5 in the position in Corporate Office.and that he
Ip didn't agree with posting the job and that if we
pai posted the position. that he would file a second DOL
,ID complaint.

110c I told Gary that I would look at it. I
1113 was not aware of this.We basically stopped the'
[it process for a period of time. I contacted our Labor
tist Relations staff they handle complaints. grievances
pua and DOL issues. I asked - I told them what was
lisl going on and what Mr. Fiser had said to mC and they
Ips in turn contacted OGC to discuss what the settlement
jti? was and how we should proceed.
till They came back to me shortly thereafter.
tit; a day or so.and told me that they had talked to OGC
xm and that we should proceed as We were, that they'd

P'3 looked at the sertlement and it didn't preclude. it
m had no guarantee ofa permanent position in the

12l organization.
P'I So after we got that feedback.l told
psi *Mr. McGrath about it and we moved forward.
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gs MR. STEIN: After meeting with him and
va r you spoke With OGC and you got the

p] in. r-nation. you procecded with the posting and the
pj scccuon.What was the need to get back to
pj Mr. Fiser's nanagement to discuss the threat Of a

w second DOL complaint?
p7 MR. BOYLES: I actually rmy have toldTom
pga McGrath before we even heard from OGC and from our
M Legal Relations staff. I felt like he needed to-
i S know what the issues were, we had a rcorganization

pi'l going on. and I discussed this with him.
11a MR. MARQUAND: I was contacted by Labor
p'3l Relations, who was asking whether or not the

i1u previous settlement agreement guaranteed him a new
tisl position and the question was basically, well. is he
qis guaranteed a position for life? I said, no, the

p7l settlement agreement specifies a specific job he was
lisi to be placcd in.
Vol And I learned that after assurning the
po Chemistry Program Manager position. that there had

pil been this subsequent reorganization and that he had
= applied and been selected for a new position and

V3I thus abandoned the previous position he had been

P2l given in the settlement agreement.And the question
psi then was, does he have some right as a result ofthe

PAI
III a Department of Labor complaint, but in '94 wh~en

pi they climinated the Chermistry Program .Manager and
p1 combined to make it Chemistry and Environmental, he

pl did not choose at that time to say that's unfair.
1 He didn't choose -

M MR. DAMBLY: Of course. He got that job.
m MR.MARQUAND:Buthe didn't know ahead
pq of time. In this case before they even posted the

pm job, he said I'm going to file a Department orLabor
iiai complaint if you even post it.

1112 MS. BOLAND: Were there numbers being
Vls elirninated in that '94 rcorg?

p'z MR. MARQUAND: I don't know that.
p1q MS. BOLAND: I mean clearly we were going
115 from three to two in the '96 rcorg.
qol MR. MAROUAND: I don't know if ultimately

1isr they climinatcd anyone in that reorganization or
Ili.l not.The three chernistry - the three individuals
1131 who had Chemistry Program Manager jobs a11 were
rq successful in obtaining a position in '94. but I

ipil don't know if other individuals lost theirs.
I know that from '94 on we havc had an

en cnormous number of employees leave through early
4103 outs.

Arm MR. STEIN: Mr. MarQuand. there's a very

M 4S

11 senlemenm agreement to a new position? And my
i response back was no. the scttlement agreement

pi provided the position h- was to be given and if he
'14 chose to abandon that or seek a different position

6Il or if it was subsequent reorganization. there's no
pi guarantee of a position for life.And my advice was
M that the nght thing to do was to post the position
PI and to proceed with the selection without regard to
m whether he filed the previous DOL complaint. He

Vto should not have anything taken away from him and he
rsi shouldn't ha e anyhing added to him by virtue of
cit the faet that he filed a complaint.You know. we

12l1 don't want to be unfair to him or unfair to anyone

pal else by virtue of the fact that he filed a DOL
lcst complaint.
1161 MR. DAMBLY: Let me ask a question.Your.
p7l use of the term 'abandoned the prior position that

liml he got.' it's my understanding that position was

lin eliminated and he was forced to compete for a new
cm position.

P'1 MR. MAROUAND: That's correct. and at the
m time he chose not - I mean it's interesting that

;m1 when he decided to file a complaint in '96 and say
pal you're eliminating the position. eliminating my
pqj position and thats unfair and I'm going to go file

9* A4 fiPage 46t

l' big difference between 1994 and '96 and it has to do
w with the line supervision. In 1994 he w"s reporting

pi to different first and second line supervisors than
; he was in 1996.

' MR. MAROUAND: As I understand, in '94
PI Mr. McAnhur was on the Selection Review Panel that

| m made the selection and, in fact, was the selecting
gal rmanager for that job.

I p1 MR. STEIN: But he wasn't reporting to
ti Mr. McArthur in 1994.
V ,, MR. MARQUAND: I don't recall who he was
121 reporting to. because at some time in '94 McAnhur
1ls was made the RldCon manager. But as I said.

,lu1 Mr. McArthur was on that Selection Review Board and
Is1 was a selecting official in 1994 and was responsible
Iiel for selecting him.-
Ilt7n MS. ROLAND: Did I understand you to say.
1p1q 1Mr. Boyles that you were not aware of Mr. Fiser's
|113 DOL complaint until Mr. Easley came to you?
pq bMR. BOYLES: The previous?
Ip., MS.EOLAND: The '93 complaint Or when
I= was the first time you became aware of that?
631 MR. BOYLES: I don't know if I knew
:pal before. In Human Resources oftentimes we are

psp} aware.! don't know if thatl U25 the first ime I
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Ij heard of that or not. It's been a period of time.

122 Let me say if I did, I knew no details,

pI was not 2warc of how the settlement evolved was

11 cosnpletely una.v6nrc of what Mr. Fiscr told rme on the

p1 day he came to my office.

q] MS. BOLAND: Mr. McGrth, when was the

tn first time you became aware of the '93 DOL

P: complaint?

p, MR. McGRATH: When Mr.Boyles informed me

tioa of it in Junc of 1996.
lssi MR. SPARKS: Why did you make your

112] decision to inform Mr.McGrath of that information?

1"] MR. BOYLES: As I said, we were involved
IUil in a reorganization. I believe I told Mr. McGrath

ps1 about the same time that I contactcd Labor Relations

pqs and OGC. I felt that it was a concern being

i71 expressed to us about how we would fill in the

pa] position and I felt I should let him know what was

[I's going on as the manager of Op Support.
poj MR. McGRATH: If I could add. I think
pil that was a prudent thing for him to do.This was a

M situation where an employee was saying. If you do .

;m3 something. I will submit a DOL complainL

p4l Certainly one option would be to not do that

r2sl something And.in fact, if the answer reviewed by

Pag. 48

___ our Labor Relations and OGC had been that what wc

iz were going to do would somehow infringe upon the

p, prior settlement of the case, wc would have had to

I go back and relook at the rcorganization and makc

is somc changcs.

pI MR. STEIN: This is a good placc for me

P' to ask this question.We have conflicting testimony

piI in the 01 report. Did You at any time in 1993 or
pl 1994 tell someone else atTVA that Mr.Fiscr is

l12l trouble or something like that and that we need to

til] get nd of hunm
Z MR. McGRATH: Absolutely not.

113] MR. STEIN: Thank you.

lid MR. M:GRATH: After I got the advice back . -

lis from Human Resources and as I was aware they had
In; consulted with Labor Relations and OCC that we could,

1rm proceed.we proceeded with the selection process..

t'] 1-11 let you know, however, we did do some
.i' augmentation of the process to ensure it was fair.

pv I v.ill get to that in a minute.

P1t The next thing that occurred about the

22] same time of interest is that one of the other
23] incumbent ChcmisLry Specialists. Mr. Harvey. came to

Ps Human Resources and complained that the position

?5s descnptions that had been prepared by Mr. Grover

,Po

gII were slanted in favor of Mr. Fiscr and that he felt

12 that if we proceeded onwc would be discriminating

p1 against him. So Ed took that view as well.
141 MR. MeNULTY: How would you be

p discriminating against Mr. Harvey, just out of

* curiosity?

* MR. McGRATH: Thc impression of
pq discrimination on the issue was Mr. Harvey's

pi concern. From whatever he read in the position

lia description, he felt the position description had

piil been slanted in favor of Mr.Fiser's

pl2 qualifications.That was Mr. Harvey's judgment.

113] MR. McNULTY: Did he use the word favor
gul or did he use the word discriminate?

lisq MR. McGRATH: I did not talk With

p's Mr. Harvey. Discriminatc is just a term I picked

cl~ today. Perhaps that it favored Mr. Fiser.

gIIC MR. BOYLES: What happened is Ben Easley.
pli who worked for me, came to my office and told me

ipR that Sam Harvey had raised an issue on how the job
sn position descriptions had been written and that he

rm felt that they were slanted or favored or whatever.

I don't remember the exact term. toward the other

IPij incumbents.

MR. REYES.-Which were who7

Pap

11I MR. BOYLES: Gary Fiser and Chandn.The

I!i manager who had preparcd those Was Ron Grover.Ben
1p] Easley met with Ron Grover and discussed how the job

jil descriptions had been prcpared.They ultimately met

! is with Sam Harvey. I think they did make a minor
p] change to the position description as Was initially

pr written and they resolved his concern and we were

pi ultinately given those position descriptions.

q MR. MCGRATH: We advenised the positions
pl prior to holding the Selection Review Board and

tinl Mr. Fiser actually filed a DOL complaint. and the

l TVA Office, the Inspector General had comsnensed

13] their investigation of it.

[S41 At the time we were going to nuke the

tic selection via Selection Retiew Board.the Selection

ti*s Review Board was being convened to look at five

gii positions, two in Corporate R.dCon and two in
liii Chemistry.snd one which Was in Rad Waste

lvi Environmental position.

;M Mr. MrcArthur had recommended to mc that -

211 we make, that the Selection Review Board nuke the

= members the three site RadChem Mnagcrs That

;2] technically made sense to me because they had

1241 responsibility over all three. all of the technical

_12] areas that were being looked at in the five

*A9
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[I' positions.

pa It's a linle unusual. we normally do not

pi have - Corporate Selection Review Boards are

pi normally not all site people, but it was a

pj reasonable board based upon the technical background

N of the people who were involved.
pn A problem we were faced with is a few

pl days prior to the board. Mr. Cox. who was the Warts

pi Bar Chemistry and RadCon manager. removed himself

pm from the board. He stated that he had a schedule

111 'conflict and that he would not be able to sit and

1iz serve on the board. Now we're faced with coming up

1to with a replacement for him.
pal MR DAMBLY: How long in advance did he

1pa know?
1ISq MR. McGRATH: It was just a few days in

ci71 advance that he let us know.I don't remember the

1ial exact date.
pal MR. DAM BLY: How long in advance was he

x notified that was going to be on this board?

wel MR. MeGRATH: I think he had severalXz ' ecks' notice. He had agreed to serve on the board

pl and then some conflict came up. It's really not
pal that unusual. I serve on a board in my new

ps organiztion here and one of the members of the

Pag

tsj a level who would have involvement in all of these

mi areas: he was not available.We then picked a
pm qualified manager from Corporate. Mr. Rick Rogers.

pi MR. STEIN: I want to explore that for a

1 second, because you did testify that Mr. Rogers was

* selected for his chemistry background or that he had

* a background in chemistry.
pl MR. MWGRATH: He was selected not for his

pi chemistry background. He had had positions at both

gii Warts Bar and Sequoia throughout his career. He was

1til in the technical support I believe he wasTechnical

1gia Support Manager at Sequoia for a while. In that
tisi position he provides support to RadCon and Chemistry

1al and Environmental, so he was someone by his
[15l background who had a technical background in all of

psa these areas based on his career.

p.n MR. STEIN: Why wasn't Mr.Voeller asked

igia) to serve since -

lIe) MR. McGRATH: Mr.Voeller was a Chemistry
1p0 'Manager and would not have been qualified to be on
I511 the board for the other three positions.
mi MR. STEIN: The reason I'm saying this is

!pi because Mr. Corey knew Chandr's background and
15l Mr. Kent worked very closely with Mr. Harvey and

JSpq Mr. Fiser did not have anyone from his Watns Bar.
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I'-

li board had a conflict that arose the morning of the

m board and could not attend.
p: We decided and w*e talked with Mr. Boyles

l on it and felt the best way to do this was to -

sl5 replace him, and just from my experience in my new

15l job. it's good I didn't do that.The board I ended

[7) up with now only had two members and while we each

pi had the same top two people. we had them reversed.

r51 so now the selection manager had a 50/50 vote, so

lo it's better to have the full three members.
[11t And the logistics of moving on was such

tizi because we were reviewing five positions and it must

1131 have been 15 people involved and we did need to get
"i on with filling the positions in time to have them

1151 replaced for the next fiscal year when we were

116 implementing the reorganization.
i7l MR. STEIN: They were all Rad-Chem

118l positions;
p19j MR. McGRATH: Five positions. there were

;cm two RadCon. two Chemristry and the fifth one was 2

pi) RadlWaste Environmental position.

Ml So we felt we did need to move on and

m} meet the schedule. It wasn't practical to go look

pal for another to substitute.We first tried to get
ps1 the x arns Bar System Plan Managcr. again someone at

52' Pogo 54

[il MR. McGRATH: We don't constitute boards,l for popularity of the individual. Like I said. it's
.13l unusual to set up a board with representatives from

i[i all three sites.A corporate board will normally
Isl have a couple of corporate managers and one
pi customer.The board was not selected from each site
p to make sure that each site had a representatie on
|l the board.
pl MR. STEIN: But it was originally

[lic0 comprised that way.
tl MR. McGRATH: But that was just because

Iv technically that made sense. It was the way it was

1131 originally comprised. and the reason for it.as

l"] Mr. McArnhur told me. and it madc sense to me to
1151 have It that way, was that these were the three

8Ila individuals who were responsible for those areas

1gi1 across the company at the current time and they made

1131 sense to be put in there.

1i111 If one of them had not been available

IRm from the beginning, I'm sure we would have selected
p11i someone else to fill the position. I don't know who
;Ri that would have been. but.

MR. STEIN: And Mr.Voeller was not
{> I qualified to sit on this board with his background)
Ipsi MR. McGRATH: There were probably

I

I-
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pij hundreds of other selections that could have sat
12 there, but-you seem to be corning from we should have

had a Watts Bar representative.That is not the way
*1 the board is normally set up.The boards are set up
1 to listen to the answers to questions that are asked
m during the board and to rate the people on the
rn answers to the questions.
pi MR. STEIN: But the selection was made
pm strictly on the interview. on the questions that -

tic were asked, not so much on the background and the
ril resumes and the paper that was supplied to each. Is
tgiz that fair?
zIt MR. McGRATH: That's correct. Let me
VA] tell you one more thing. and then I would ask
'lij Mr. MarQuand to cover some of that.

tV6 When wc went ahead with the board. okay.
k'7l the board met and convened with their
isi recommendations and their recommendations were
lit, Mr.McArthur was to select an officer. but he did
v select exactly what the board recommended.

P1S The board did have the normal Human
2M Resources oversight of having a Human Resources

p3l consulunt as they arc participating in the board to
pI facilitate the board and make sure it's handled in
'2sl accordance 'ith our requirements.

Page 5f
As I mentioned before. we looked at did

m we need to augment the process here to ensure we
Pl were doing it fairly.What we did as an extra
1i4 review here vws the results of the board were then
Isl provided to Labor Relations and .Mr. MarQuand in OGC
r. for their review to ensure that the board did indeed
m look and see if it was fair and that we were making
pI our selection in accordance with the board
pi recommendation.

1101 I would like Mr. MarQuand to cover what
pil they did.
12a MR. DAMBLY: Before you get there in
ti13 terms of assurning the board is fair and followed its
tur mandate or whatever, since apparently the answers to
tpsl technical questions made up a rjor part. if not the
ni. determining factor in who got selcted.what
"7i background would you have to judge the legitirnacyof
n181 those questions versus another set of questions that

11t1 might have been more favorable to Mr.Fiser?
p, MR. MAROUAND: I don't have that
Vil background.

, MR. DAMBLY: So basically you're looking
.3 at the process devoid of the substance:

MR. MAROUAND: Corrcct.And what
happened was that following the Selection Board's

I ss .p

pil meeting and making its recommendations, I was
m contacted by Labor Relations and What I have learned
pi is that - and I did not review the questions at the
P'l time and I didn't look at the scores. but what I had
pi learned is that was contained in these volumes which
PI have been provided already, that each of these
pn volumesone of each of these volumes was given to
pi] each of the Selection Review Board members, one for
M Charles Kent. one forJohni Corey. one for Rick

pcl Rogers.and one for the Human Resource officer who
p1l facilitated. Each of these volumes contains not
112u just the matcrial for that panicular Chemistry
1131 Manager position Mr. Fiser was competing for, but
I'j or all five positions that were being selected on
l1s1 that particular day.
q'll They sat down and they had a very

lir detailed agenda of all the people that they were
'isi interviewing from noon until late at night and had
ri information on each of these individuals.What was

1m provided to the board looks like simplva resume'or
111 an application, not even a resume. and what the
i= board did was then looked at a number of questions
Inl that Dr.McArthur had drahed.He had drafted some
Ip'j suggested questions.I believe there were sixteen,
1psI and the Board then decided that they would ask eight

Igo 57

i Pag. S
m of those questions and then they made up a ninth
Im question of their own that they posed.And
pi Dr. McArthur was not a voting mrtmber, he did not
pi evaluate the individuals.The three evaluators.

.si Rogers. Corey and Kent. evaluated each individual on
K each of those questions. Ech evaluator asked the
ri same question each time to each of the three
pl candidates and then they scored them.They took
m notes of their answers to the questions and they

1vai scored them on the questions. I believe we've got a
.Pi charn that I put together.
l122 MR. STEIN: I've got a question for you,
112 though.You were looking fora 2ranager.two
14] managers, and you had three qualificd candidates.
115 Did the rating panel get resumes, performance
li' appraisals and the background material.anicles
(ItT that these people have written and given at
1i symposiums, and just who these pcoplc actually re
Vi, versus a test that Was given to them.'
;q MR. MAROUAND: My undersanding is the

1pl1 Selection Review Board received what's in this
J= package.That is.they got an application and a

1p22 shor resusne'and then they asked the questions that
p'i they chose to ask and that they evalumted the

IPSI individuals based solely - their evaluation is
I
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pi based solely on what happened in that room.

go MR. STEIN: Let me flip this on its
m hCad.Why didn't the rating panel get performance
pi appraisals? I understand Mr. Harvey had some Title

Es 7 issues atTVA as well.The conduct files, the

pi OPF.
pM MR. DAMBLY: Mike, before we go into

pc that. a different question. Mr. Boyles and then

p Mr. MarQuand.Aou're excepted service, right? So

03 is NRC. I have a little familiarity.You are

¶3 tequired to have an annual appraisal of record by

X OP.M. right?
31 MR. BOYLES: Yes.
*1 MR. DAMBLY: I believe the regulation

e1 requires that that be used. must be used for making
&2 decisions on promotions and selections. et cetern:

71 is that correct'
e MR. MARDUAND: I don't know that that's

i correct for management positions or not. but it is

m used and it was used, not only the annual
ai appraisals, but also the past job history is used by

21 Human Resources with a job descsption when the job

i1 is posted and advertised and they receive a whole

Al raft of applications. Somebody in HR normally goes

ei through that whole sheet of applicants and compares

I Pap

til provided.The employee provides the package that is
; included in here, including copies of any
pi performance reviews.Typically we like to see the

jI' last three performance reviews. In addition. HR and

Ism the selecting supervisor can go to the personnel

c history record and review material there. In our

pl contact we are required to review that. to look at

p2 performance and other issues.
pl MR. MARDUAND: The Selection Review

aiw Board, as I said, focuses on what is done in the

1,ii room. It then makes a recommendation to the

Itizi selecting manager and the selecting manager then can

11u1 consider what the Selecting Review Board's
1tu1 recommendation is plus all of the information in the
tiss individual's personal history record, which would

v'q include performance appraisals.
;rn MR. REYES: Let me ask you 2 basic

pal question.We may be confusing your process with

1t'i ours. Is your point that you follow the TVA process
op that you typically have for situations where
R'l managers are competing for jobs?
Iz MR. MARQUAND: My understanding -

0pn MR. BOYLES:Ycs.
P4l MR. REYES: Because we're getting
'asi confused between your process and ours and you need

a 61

I'

'I the applicants against the minimum qualifications

12 required for the position to make sure they meet the
ji minimum qualifications, and they normally prepare a

sI spreadsheet that will list minimum qualifications
;I against the requirements for the job against the
iq individuals, and then they whittle it down to the

n shon list of the people who apply or who are going
,q to be interviewed.
,j In this case I understand there were six

ii applicants for the job. but only three.the three
'I who are listed here. Chandra. Harvey and Fiser. met

il the minimum qualifications and based on all their
j back, past job history.

Si MR. DAMBLY: That would not include - in

il doing a minimum qual check. you don't check
n1 ocrformance app7aisals.You're looking to see what

n s%. .ls. background. positions they have held, not

qhow well they did.
q MR. McGRATH: While I was not involved in

a) re'iewing the pa ckage..other positions that I have

*i re% iev.ed. the package which is given to you for that

*initial review to determine which people will go on
il to the interview norrnully includes the information

'2 about the former performrance of persons.

i1 MR. BOYLES: And that's normally

a9o 50 Page 52

: i to make it clear.
M MR. McGRATH: In our process. we do
pi follow our process and we tried - in this
pi particular case, we had Human Resources'involvement
isi throughout it. and as an extra measure we added the
'O additional reviews in this particular case to give

m us further checks that we were indeed following our
la) process.
, MR. MAROUAND: Normally Labor Relations

j[la is not involved and normally OGC is not caUed as a

check to see whether the process has been followed.
I1112 MR. BOYLES: That was an extra step. but

X1il we had been put on notice by Mr. Fiser that he was
:1"j going to file a DOL complaint. From that point on

!1ss we did our best to see that itwas as fair- and we
1i1i6 do this in every case, we wanted the selection
:1112 process to be fair. but we did go an extra step in
jaw this case.
1 MR. DAMBLY: The reason I asked the

jiM question. maybe I got Luis confused there.
171J TVA is an excepted service agency and NRC
ip2 is an excepted service agency.As an excepted

anI service agency^there are certain requirements that

*p'2 we're exempted from and cenrin ones we have to

Ipsp comply with, same as they do.
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jII The use of perfo-rnance appraisals I mean
In they said the reason they had to post this is
pi because OPM regs required it. OPM regs also require
pl that you use performance appraisals in making
pi selections.They didn't apparently and that was my
pi question. why if you're going to follow them one
pM time don't you follow them the other time? There's
pi nothing logically to except yourself that I'm aware

pi of. from use of performance appraisals.
pq MR. REYES: I thought you stated you use

1n it in the front of the process, not necessarily in
prt the back of the process.
psi MR. BOYLES: The line manager and HR.
p.l MR. McARTHUR: Yeah. but the front of the
1I5 process is determnined. do you meet the minimum
tic. qualifications for the job?The performance
Jii appraisal has no pan in that.
i'ui MR. BOYLES: Oftentimes you may have 20
llr applicants and 15 18 may meet the minimum

Tm, qualtfications.W'e'll go beyond and identify the
pil top candidates. maybe five that we're actually going
z to interview. So it does when necessary go beyond

pn: the minimum qualifications.
PW MR. STEIN: Let me ask you about theTVA
W, process. Do you make it a habit of selecting your

PA
Pi judgment of Human Resources and the Selecting
mz~ Manager the best ones to meet it.The questions are
pl questions that are asked by the board -

it] MR. DAMBLY: Could you help me there.
Isi Again. Luis is saying we're confusing the process.
Is I'm sure we are. Because the way things work here.
p* if you met the minimum qualifications you would go

Pj to rating panel and they would rate everybody from
pg an A to a C or whatever. C being the lowest.A

la being the best, and then they go on to the manager
liqj who makes the selection.
1pz2 Your process. MR looks at and says
1ti minimum quals but then they don't send everybody
iui who meets the minimum. they get together with the
lsl selecting official and choose the best qualified
tigi before it goes to the-
pr7l MR. BOYLES: The line manager and HR
isl typically review the package and determine who the

ztis top candidates are and who should be interviewed.
1oi Let me address one issue that I think
i2.n we're corning bac k to. Did we use a technical

Iz ealuation to determine who was going to be a
ini rnanager?These positions are technical positions.

IWI they do not supervise anyone. so from that
Js standpoint they may manage projects and actiVities

'16 65

is) management core by a technical test without looking
P at the ability to actually manage through

p, performance?
gs MR. BOYLES: It is our practice to use
se anaragement selection boards to manke our selections

sc for management specialists.
pM MR. STEIN: The reason I'm asking this is
pi because you gave all three of these people a
pA. technical chemistry exam and then you selected your

tlig manager by the results of the exam.
.il MR. McGRATH: Mr. Stein. the way the

p2n process is normally handled.the individual's
1121 qualifications, their former performance appraisals
1u4 arc normally used at the front end of the process to

1151 determine which candidates will be interiewed.As
tir, Ed pointed out, normally we get 20 people of whom 15
1l'7 meet the minimum qualiications and then you take
Jcim into consideration things like their perorriuance
1Us; appraisal in deciding which ones based on the paper
w.~ are qualified for-the job. But it then goes to the
wiv Selection Review Board to basically say.'You now
2ZZ have X candidates who based on our review of all the
ra: paperwork appearto be the best candidates we have

3 for this position. Inherently that is meeting the
st minimum qualifications, but they are also in the

Page 66
Ill] effecting the sites, but they are not what we think

m of typically as management positions
p1 MR. MAROUAND: Let me add two sentences
pi' to that. It's not entirely a technical test.The

iIsl specific questions they were asked were what
III strengths do you have that will benefit this
rn position' What weaknesses do you have that you need
PI to address' Describe three projects or programs you
pvi helped to initiate, develop and complete. Describe
m the level of responsibility this position should

gtlj have in contributing to the success of the site
112 chemistry program. Discuss your specific management
Viaj experience and Training And yes.there are some
cui technical questions on here, such as Describe
zisi jenting and define molar ratio and primary
tzsi functions, but there's clearly some issues here that
17i go beyond beyond simple technical chemistry issues.
uisc but also program anargement types of things that

cii they were looking to evaluate.Those were specific
wm questions that they evaluated these individuals on.

s12ll MR. STEIN: And if I have a bad day. I

m could be the greatest chemistry, you know. the
zrl leader of my field and I have a bad day.a bad
W1 interview. and all the rating panel sees is that one

lo day?
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pi MR. MAROUAND: That's correct.
M MR. REYES: Good or bad. that's your

pj process?
,.1 MS. BOLAND:Just one more question, and
ps not to belabor this further. on the front end of the
pI process is the selecting official involved in
pM whittling down the list from everybody who applied
pi to those people that are reviewed by the board?
pj MR. BOYLES: Typically yes.

liq MS. BOLAND: Was that the case in this
1rsi base?
p2I MR. BOYLES: I don't know the extent that
p'i an HR person assisted. I don't know if that's
i.j something you will have to address o the -
[it MR. DAMBLY: One other point is. and I
isi think you answered it earlier. but I don't recall
17 what the answer ,as.
'a, Typically, does a Selection Review Board
it) have appraisals or not?)
2 MR. MAROUAND: I've seen it both ways.
211 I've litigated these and I've seen where they did a
mn whole package and I've seen more frequently what we
al have here. where they are provided applications and
2'I then a copy of sirly where they just go through the
25J questioning.

-

lij stage of any potential disciplinary action and we
m use progressive process.This was more of a
pi counseling stage.
.'I MR. DAMBLY: To finish up. Once you get
isi the Selection Review Board results here. whatever.
P; then these folks Corey. Kent. Chandra. Harvey and
Pl Fiser get submitted to Mr. McAnhur with their
pq scores or whatever, does Mr. McAnhur then review
p' everybody's package and appraisals or does he just

l10 go. Well. this is how they did on the scores. and
1il pick from there? Is there a normal process?
1l21 MR. MARQUAND: The selecting manager
1p2 receives a recommendation and then he's free to
"li consider paper in addition. Is that right. Ed?
l151 MR. BOYLES: Yes.'
.1q MS. BOLAND: The books and the files? So

pin he can see the books and the answers?
lieu MR. BOYLES: Yes.

'1iiq MR. DAMBLY: But he can also go back and
q look at appraisals and anything else.

;nI MR. MAROUAND: In this case from my
z understanding, Mr. McArthur Was a2Cually present in
In the room but did not panicipate in any fashion in
!p'l asking the questions or evaluating them or in
psj discussing the evaluations.
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MR. BOYLES: And they myv actually vary.
m The employee may provide service performance
pi evaluations as a part of their rcsume'. they may be
P; attachcd to it.Anothcr employee may not, so. It
isi may v'ars even from selection board to selection
PI board.
17 MR. STEIN: Does Human Resources or OGC
pi ever share conduct files. history of letters of
t'i reprimand?
ol1 MR. MARQUAND: If the lener of reprimand

"1 or suspensions arc in the personnel history record.
izi those would be available ccruinly to the selecting
ol maunager and HR. If they are not in the PHR.
'4) t)-pically they would not be. I don't believe they-
¶13 would be considered. would they?
.q MR. BOYLES: No. they wouldn't.
"7 MR. MAROUAND: You mentioned in this case
isl Mr. Harvey had some Tuile 7 issues. I don't know'
IIq that those were actually in his PHR.Thcy clearly
2 had ansen during this selection process and he had
21l been counseled about some rrancrs and there was some
rn question as to whether or not those were, in fact,
nl bornc out.
?4l MR. BOYLES: They were not in the
fif personnel history record.This was in the early

168 Pag.
.ill MR. STEIN: What was the pln to do with

, M r. Fiscr since you selected two other individuals'
pu Is there any thought in HR or OGC or his line
i&Y management about. you know, what vws going to happen
M s} to Gary Fiser now that he wasn't selected?

M q R. BOYLES: At that time TVA had two
! 11 programs. one. a service organization where

|p employees could go utilize their tulcnts and skills
li and also help them find jobs withinTVA. so we had

ti10 the TVA Services Orpnization.We also had an early
pil out incentive where an employee could get up to one
u123 year's pay plus the other bcncfits that they would

psm be entitled to.Those two things were available to
lsl all those who were affected.
.qs MS. EVANS: I was wondcring if this was

lssg the same selection process that vws used when
1171 Mr. Fiser applied out of the setlenment position in
tisi '94 or if you know?
qyt MR. MARDUAND: There was a Selction

m Review Board. I believe we were provided a copy of
: 213 one of the Selection Review Board packages for a
M different position. but my understanding was there
321 was about about three or four people on that
R2'1 Selection Review Board and I don't know what
psl questions were asked or how they were evaluatcd. but

'0 . _ _

I
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mn a Selection Review Board process has been used for

pn sometimc..
MR. BOYLES: We've been using the process

ii since about 1988.

; MR.McGRATH:Insurnmary onthe
pi selection process we rnade every effort to make this

pM process fair.We rigorously followed our HR

pl requirements and our process we're going through

pi throughout the entire reorganization.The decision

ol on which positions had to be advertised and such.we

p1l involved HR throughout that and then followed their

iiz recomrnendations in all cases.

113 As we just discussed. after Mr. Fiser
ptl told us he was going to and then actually did submit

IIl) a DOL complaint. we did take some exura efforts

tfr, involving Labor Relations and OGC in the process to

pln ensure that we were naintaining it fairly and
zl1l following the process.
gi,1 MR. STEIN: Did you ever go behind the

p% scenes and speak with managers who had contact and

12'l experience with all three. Mr. Grover. for example.
= had experience, and ask him what his advice was as

mI far as who he would select to have the PWR
12] positions'
12sl MR. McGRATH: No.] did not.just like -
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we were probably selecting over a dozen new

M positions throughout our entire organization. I do

p: not go down and canvas people to see who we should

i' select for various positions.AIll of those

Isi positions were selected in accordance with our

t;, normal process.
171 MS. BOLAND: Did you give Mr. bMcArthur as

PI a selecting official ans expectations or any

p- guidance.anything along those lines in his -

110] dccision-making process'

I'll MR. McGRATH: No. I think I knew that it
112 very clear to to him at the time that we had to make
Ii3] this fair. In fact. if you knewWilson McArthur. '
141 he's one of the fairest people I know.You know.
Iis] there was no question in my mind that he wouldn't'
pin have to be counseled to not do something held
p7i inappropriate.
I"] Hc understood a number of - on this I
ts, knew that he vwas consulting with both Ed and coming
p2i bacL and consulting with me on some ones. which you

p21l wouldn't do under a normal selection, just because
= he was now aware of the DOL complaint and he also

X23] vws making a real effort to make sure that we were

.1 doing all this properly.
MR. STEIN: Let mc ask you something
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I'l else. I've read your views of Mr. Harvey and that

m you wanted to keep Mr. Harvey Corporate.
pi If Mr. Fiscr had been selected over

I& Mr. Harvey by Mr. McArthur. what would have been
M your reaction?
pI MR. McGRATH: First let mc address that I

1 believe that something that occurred in one of the

p; reports relative to keeping Mr. Harvey in Corporate
mm ray have been a misintcrpretation of that I wanted

Os] to keep the function in Corporate. -

I'll Secondly, we wouldn't. But in function.
112 the function in corporate was that we were going to

n need a PWR and BWR Chemistry Managcr.a Chemistra

1141 Specialist and that these pos::ions were most
115 appropriately held in Corporate so that it supports

si' individual sites.
l'72 By tlk;ing about the function.we had
'ic decided that we did need a Chemistry Specialist -

lin position to support our PWR plants and a second one
r20 to support RBW'R plants and we felt those were most

i211 appropriately maintained in Corporate. as opposed to

p an alternate way which would be to try to supplement

12i the chcmistry staff at each individual site. and
p1' that's what wc wanted to keep in Corporate.
1S2 Whoever was selected for the positions
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l3 would have been put in the position. whatever

1122 candidates. and recognized while only three
pi qualified for PWR position I believe more than

1] three qualified for the BWR: and more than these
Isl threc applied for the position. so they may not have
IiS even been any of these people. it could have been
| someone else in the position if that's how it came
pi out. But we would put the best qualified person for
| , the Corporate positions in there as determined by

j10 the process.
III) The other individual, at the time Ed .
II1t explained to you there were programs for people who
1131 were leaving, they would be offered those particular

(U] programs.Thcy would have the option of applying

is; for other jobs inTVA.
v~l MR. STEIN: So. in other words, you

1171 really didn't care whether it was Fiser or Harvcy
pill who was in that position2as long as that position

pi remained in Corporate?

M20 MR. McGRATH: That's correct. In fact.
1121 further. I really didn't care who it was as long as

!a they were qualificd.This one got it down to those
Iril three people and I wanted the best qualified person

Ip> in there.
ps] MR. DAMBLY: Let me ask you one other
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rn question on appraisals. Let me just checkl my notes
M to be sure. I believe Mr. Easley told 01 that at
pi the time he prepared those folks for the panel, he
pa included the appraisals and then he provided them to

q Mr. McGrath and somehow when they got to the panel.
pq they didn't have the appraisals.

M Does anybody what happened?
pua MR. MAROUAND: I don't know what
pm happened.
io MR. McGRATH: May I uake a correction to
¶1]-you?You said supplied to me. I had nothing at a11
ial to do with what information was provided to the
131 board and I normally do not, would not have that for
IA1 that level position.
isl MR. STEIN: Have you ever seen the
isl appraisals? Have you ever seen Mr. Harvey's
tnl appraisals versus MIr. Fiser's appraisals for the
si last couple of years?

Itq MR. McGRATH: No.1 did not at the time
n; we were doing this.
it When we responded to the DOL complaint
rn long after this. since there were some statements by

nl :Mr. Fiscr relevant to the context of it, and as a
41 responsd. I had some information about Mr. Fiser,
tsl but that was long after this happened.
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(II selected for the job.
m MS. EUCHNER:Janet Euchner for the OGC.
121 I had a question about why Mr. Kent was perrnitted to
i'i serve on the Selection Panel. Mr. Easley said he

* did not serve as the HR representative because he
* knew about Fiser's 1993 DOL complaint and wanted to
P1 Make it appear fair, so he withdrew from that.

l :Mr. Ken: not only knew about it but had
* been interviewed in regard to it and lust prior to

gaia the Selection Panel had sought to have Harvey

1111 transferred out to work for him. so quite obviously
1121 thought highly of Mr. Harvey and thought he was a
112 well qu.lified person.
1g1u So doesn't that sort Of suggest a slight
lsl bias in favor of Mr. Harvey that Mr. Fiscr could
lvse say, hey. this is not a fair process?
11o MR. McGRATH: When we set up the boards.
Ilia just by the nature of the organizations, people know
l're each other. I didn't know what involvement
i nq Mr. Harvey had in the 1993 complaint- not
121 Mr. Harvey. I'm sorry. Mr. Kent.

1221 Perhaps the way to answer your question
* is since after you guys told me about the 1993

!1,11 complint and I read it.the 1993 complaint was
r2sl pointed out that Kent wanted to mnke Fiser the site
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III MR. STEIN: In hindsight how do you feel
r- about the selection after seeing the appraisals and
p; knowing what is in certain conduct files? I'm
M; trying to get to-
I5 MR. MCGRATH: The conduct file goes back
p to Mr. .larQuand. Mr. Harvey had a problem for

71 which, in our progressive discipline. it was a
ml counseling thing. He had done what was required of
vl him and we had no other problems with him afterwards
ol relative to that.
'I Some of the things I read later in our
2] response to DOL relative to Mr. Fiser were
31 irrcle'ani to the position.They had to with
.il management wCalkncsses he had in various positions in
si the past. but we weren't looking for a management
ql job here. so.
7 MR. STEIN: So you're maintaining today
el that you are still fine ith the selection of
'l Mr. Harvey over Mr. Fiser based on the TVA
v policics'
.j MR. McGRATH: We followed the policy.We
2 put a qual.ifid person in the job who did the job
31 well after he vas selected for it.Therc is no
Al basis on which to compare how well he may have done
sl the job against another individual who 6asn't

.ij chemistry manager. so perhaps he liked Fiser bener
:22 than Harvcy.Thcre was no reason to doubt that
1p1 Mr. Kent could not nke a fair selection.

; 'l MR. BOYLES: Let mc also point out.
jsl Mr. Eas2ey asked for a substitute on the Selection
q Board. He came to me and explained to me that he

m wanted to make sure that the process vws fair and he
Is asked mc to pick another Human Resource officcr to
IP] facilitate that selection, and I agreed with him to

pal do that.
III) MS. EUCHNER: Also just prior to the

im convening of these interviews, there was some
n')] testimony that Mr. Kent announced to the people in

111 the room that Mr. Fiser had riled a 1993 DOL
is5n complaint.Wasn't that some cause for concern that
Iel maybe you should have said. 'Waii a minute, this is
p7) completely not rclcant.' and done something about
I"I& it then. because that gave knowledge to people who

Ilp otherwise did not have knowledge of a new
|POl complaint?

12il MR. BOYLES: I was not present and don't

pM know the context of what was said.
;1ml MR. McGRATH: If he said something. I was
1pl not present there; and prior to our proceeding. I
ps) had no knowledge that he nude any kind of complaint.
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fi) MR. MARQUAND: Obviously by the time of

pm the Selection Review Board, everybody at TVA Vas

pI aw1re, everybody involved was aware that Mr. Fiser

Al had filed a Dcpartment of Labor complaint and the

ms concern was let's be sensitive about it. let's be

pi fair about it.
pi My understanding from having sat in with

p] Mr. Kent on a number of occasions is that that Was

gr the context in which he 6as raising this same

tt maTntr. -

fill MR. VIGLUICCI: And also, to say that he

1121 announced it to the room is also incorrect from the

p's testimony that we looked at. and we did sit in with

lij each one of the individuals who were interviewed.

tils For instance. I sat in with Rick Rogers

116 and he recalled hearing no such statement.and

1i7n Mr. Corey could not even recall if he heard such a
II&] statement and that he was generally aware, but he

r',; couldn't tell where that came from or in what
A, context it was. So to chanractrize that as
Rpl announcing it to the room I think is a
pal mischaacterizaion.
InI MS. BOLAND: Mr. McGrth, were you aware

.1 of or did anybody make you aware of statements made
psi by any of the three people who were on the board or

pi
IIl information from. even sccondhand?
M MR. McGRATH: No one else.

p) If we could go on, I would like to
IA address some of the specific items in the 01

m sumrary.
1 Relating to Mr. Fiser's 1993 complaint.

m the summary says the employee named as party to his

gsi discrimination the individual who served as chairuman

pM of the organization of Sacety Board in 1993.lt
lioi goes on to say the individual who served as NSRV
gII chairann Was named as a culpable parry in the

liz Employee's 1993 DOL complaint.

t's3 Those statements are factually
P'l incorrect. I have re'iewed the complaint of

ls] Mr.Vigluicci and Mr. MarQuand here and I am not
1Sfi named as a culpable parry. In fact. I'm not even

ltn mentioned anywhere in the complaint by name or by
ili position. If you'd like, Mr. Reyes. a Copy. if you
i.Xi would like a copy of that.
I1 As I mentioned to you earlier. I was not

Pi aware that this complaint even existed untilJune of
i= 1996.and in fct. I was unaware that there was any

m, chanrctcrization of my culpability until I received
'4p the letter from NRC here, the September 20.1999

_ Ileter.

'9e el
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Mll Mr. Cox about any bias that they may have had toward Ntft Mr. Stein is a little bit worried herec

Jr a selectee or a good feeling or a bad feeling about , about confidentiality on this. I have never seen

p; a person who was put in for a job? 'p this until after vou wrote the lcner and said I was

j4I MR. McGRATH: After Mr. Cox said that he I l a culpable pary. I felt that I ought to go read it

is] could not scn on the board, when Mr. McArthur 's and see what I Was accused of doing But as I said.

16 reported that to me. he also told me that in the Ir.1 I can't even find my name or my position anywhere in

t7l same conversation that Mr. Cox had indicated a bias i this.

pi in the Chcmistry position and also in the pI I would contest this question as to what

P; Environmental positions.that he had already decided Ipi my motivation would be to take retaliation for this

iol who should have them. lnim 1993 complaint if it in no way involved me.

piI, MS. BOLAND: Both positions? i MR. MAROUAND: Let me suggest that the

t'21 MR. McGRATH: Both positions.Those - 12 way this issue arose was in 1996. when Mr. Fiser

t'z things were not however, relevant to his not being - 113 filed his 1996 Department of Labor complaint.

gi' on the board because he had already taken himself - ul attached to his complaint or throughout his

lisi off the board and would not be able to serve and we l1s complaint and a2ttched to his complaint is a

lir needed to move on. - itc synopsis in which he characterizes what happened to

1 MR. STEIN:Just to keep the record fI7z him in 1993.and l believe he may have taken some

lisi straight. ! believe that Mr. Corey said that he |sj liberties in 1996 describing what happened to him in

toq drove for two hours from Alabama and that he was live 1993 and recast the events, and certainly that's the

e. sharing a cup ofcoffee with Mr. Kent and Mr. Kent i language used I believe in the Department of Labor's -

R'l mentioned this 1993 DOL. So I can go back,. but I - IRil preliminary report about Mr. McGrath being a

-.7, think that was Mr Corey's testimony. - !m culpable party.! don't believe it's found aniwhere

p] MR. MAROUAND: I think he was vague about . *ji in the 1993 complaint.
r"I what he said he heard. - rpI MR. McGRATH Additionally as pr of

PsI MS. BOLAND. Anyone else that you got jps1 investigating this, neither our Inspector Generals
-
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:l' office nor the Department of labor inteniewed mc as
m part of their investig2tion of that particular
pm complaint.
iq MR. STEIN: Can you if you can remember
pq back to 1993. give us your take of this disagreement
pq that Mr. Fiser had with your Safety Board?
Pl MR. McGRATH: The actual lead-in to which
pi he refers occurred in November of 1994. He
R characterized a disagrcement with one of those

tila subcommitntees.The particular issue he brought up
til 'of training I don't recall even being discussed in
pia the portion of the meeting that I sat in on. But
PlX perhaps it's best to take that whole line of NSRB

AI" and take a look at how that subcomminec
VIl characterized what went on that day.
tal The minutes prepared by the chairman of
p7l that subcorsninee -
olq MR. STEIN: Who vas Mr. McArthur.

lisi MR. McGRATH: It was Mr. Peterson. he was
pq from outside TVA and served on the Safety Review
111 Boards in that c2pacity for a number of other
= utiltics at the time.
:r1 They noted that the subcomnminte had
p reviewed a number of deficiencies which had been
gpsl identified by Qualht Assurance and Corporate

Page uA
til Chemistry.They identified over half of those in
n areas of which data training was onc.They

pI concluded that Corporate Chcrrustn-.: the site
1'l chernistry manager who was Mr. Fiscr and thc
Msi subcomnuniee are in agrcement that there is an
PI apparcnt lack of technical strength in kcy areas
m within the chemistry staff.Thc subcommnittee
pi concurs with Chemistry Management, which would
j, include Mr. Fiser. that the series of QA findings

ticq point to programmatic deficiencies that necd prompt
till atention.They go on to indicate that the
lizI Corporate Chemisry staff is assigned as well to
i31 help them on the training.
114 The findings of that subcomrrmsnee were
lisl bought to the full board meeting the next day on
riq which I was the chairran.Again. thc overall
pa, discussion of it again points out the issue being
li" deficiencies, which l've already brought up. by Site
l't Chemistry and Corporatc Chemistry identified them
Poq again. I believe we did include agin trending.
pil which as one of those examples. noi a specific
= item and pointed out that the Plant Manager and the

;m1 Technical Programs M2anagCr. who was Mlr. McAtnhur at
p'l that time. were working together to develop a
psl Corrective Action Prog-am. and then gave support

P
(ll saying that the Chemistry Improvement Program that
M was being considered by the Chemistry staff, which
pI was Mr. Fiser's staff. should be promptly and

ll aggressively developed and implemented.
g MR. STEIN: You mentioned at the
pi beginning of this meeting that you have no problem
m with people raising safety concerns and issues.
pl MR. McGRATH: That's ccrrect.
l MR. STEIN: So back at that time period

CIO you had no problem with Mr. Fiscr raising these
l'l concerns?
ia' t MR. McGRATH: None whatsoever. In fact.
tisi his 1993 complaint, one of the issues he brings up
Jul related to the post accident sampling one, which had
11) actually been an issue brought up by NSRE.That Was
13Q an issue he was pursuing that I had no problem -

tin with. I could bring you years of minutes here and
[I¶q you could see that NSRB routinely raised issues of

,vol potential safety. So we needed to do that to do our
Rw job, that was our role.
p11 But that meeting that he had at the time
m really: I don't know what conversation he was
rasi charnacrizing. I think it's indicated what
,ra happened, the minutes that were issued of the
msl meeting were a fair reflection of the perspective in

ago J5
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! . which that issue was raised.
m I think it's also important to note that
pi meeting was in November of 19YI.The minutes had
w been issued.They had been on the street for a long
Si time and they were widely distributed. so we knew

pI what was in the minutes. However. when he filed his
m 1993 complaint. there waS no mention whatsoever of
pI anything done by NSRB. given the subcornmrtnec.thc
pi board as a whole, or any member of NSRB was in any

wiol way related to his complaint in which he was talking
Jil about him being not given a job some 14 months aftcr
lizl that meeting. and I would contend that there is no
pa) relationship between that mccung and his 1993
Jul complaint.
iisi MR. MAROUAND: Did you make any
giq recommendations to relieve him or do anything about
p71 Mr. Fiser himself as a result of the meeting'
1ill MR. McGRATH: No.In fact thc NSRB
pqil suys out of the business of making any kind of
,Pq recommendation relative to people. Perhaps a bit
,itl like you guys have to do, you may see management
io problems.but you can't intervene and say we'll
;ml change this individual. And likewisc, that is not

.pd our function.

We wI raisc issues in an area,
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Iij programmntic issues. specific technical issues. but

pm NSRB docs not issue reconmmendations relativc to

pi specific individuals.
(A] MR. McNULTY: During the period of time

piz that you were chairnmn of the NSRB, did you have a

pi other duties?
rM MR. McGRATH: Sometimes.We had many

pj reorganizations and, yes. I did have other duties at

pR times which included the management of various ot

uiq technical staffs in Corporate.Technical

[III administnfivc staffs.
liia MR. McNNULTY: While you were the chairman

pIa of the NSRB. were you ever Mr. McArthur's
ji'; supervisor?
,sI] MR. McGRATH: No. sir. I was not.The

lg first time - well, in October of 1995 when I

IIII assumed that position of the Opcrations Support

InI Manager. I was still the Chairman of the NSRB at
pr that time. So at the time I became the Acting

rai General :Manager of Operations Support in October
pIn 1995.1 vws still the Chairman of the NSRB and at

= that time I became Mr.McArthur's supervisor.
;n MR. STEIN: Wasn't Mr. McArthura

pdl subcoruninee chair?
12s] MR. McGRATH: He was a subcommitnce

II member.
t MR. STEIN: So really you were overseeing

pi his work on the committees as the chair of the

I o0 enrll NSRB?
jsl MR. McGRATH: Ycs.As chairman of the

ts; thing. I still had the function of the entire NSRB.
M7 MR. DAMBLY: Let me ask a %ery important

pI question. Is your presentation going to take - I

': know we've interrupted the heck out of it. but is it
ilcq going to take much longer, because the reporter

pii needs a break. If n's something. if you have a few

11ia more rminutes.then we could do that and then take

pst the break we were going to.But if it's going to
..z be aw-hile, we should go ahead and take a break no,

[IS] MR. McGRATH: Why don't we go ahead and

1'ss take a break.I could use a drink of water anyway.

117i (A recess was taken.)
fill MR. REYES: Back on the record.
pir, MR. McGRATH: To continue on with the

12V summary of your 01 investigation, the report states
p1i that the evidence indicated that I influenced a

=a selection process to preclude the selection of the

IN1 cmplcyee.
i'1 To summarize. and I think we've already

is) discussed this at length. but we followed the normn
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gIj TVA HR process for doing this and as we noted we

p1 augmented it to ensure fairncss once we were aware

|p1 there was a DOL complaint.The Selection Review
P] Board was made up of three qualified members and I

1S waS not a party at all to the board.

pq The question of Mr. Cox's participation.

1 he removed himself from the board.And as I told

Pl you before. we did try to get a Warts Bar Assistant

pi Plant Manager and when he was not av'ailable we

111 selected another qualified replacement.
1t1i The SRB made the final decision as to

Ii2l what questions they would ask and the SRB scores

(3l reflect their recommenndation; and Mr.McArthur who
1"]i is the Selecting Official. made that selection in

gas accordance with the Board's recommendations.

11g. In the letter to the company, the Ol *
i"m summary states that the process was contrived. I

tll would really question how we could do thatThat
wri would be asking in an eivironment where we vwere

IPol aware there was an active DOL complaint and an
Ipi active Inspector General investigation going on.

m that I would have somehow tried to influence several

pn] Human Resources managers, three independent
!p'] Selection Review Board managers, and the Office of
i211 General Counsel to deviate from our normal selection

go 39
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Ill process and somehow make it unfair. and I don't see
Mt any evidence that I tried to do that.

p 13 The report further goes on to say that
--l the individual who vws selected for the position of

is) PWR Chemistry position. Mr. Harvey was preselcted

-. 1 for that position.We denythat.He Cws not
m preselected for that position.
P1 Ed. do you have something else to add
pi with regard to that?

.O1 MR. VIGLUICCI: Yeah.Youll talk to
pil Dr. McArthur later this afternoon as part of his

-1t effort to address the concerns raised as far as his

psx conduct.
P'. ]181 One of the issues was did you speak

qim1 favorably in front of staff members and the like

iis about the fact that you have problems with Gary

117 Fiser. and Wilson feels very personal about that

fill and, in fact. he would never do something like

vl that.And in the course of that. his exercise to

; vj address that, he asked various managers who worked

pi with him throughout the years to write just a short

I= testimony about the fact that he's always been fair

|Pl and has never spoken unfavorably about anybody in

I;l front of anyone.
l 1125 When he did that. and hcll present those
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1l1 testimonies to you this afternoon, one of the people
pl he asked to get testimony from along those lines was
pl Sam Harvcy. Sam is no longer with TVA. In response
y back Mr. .McGrath got a fairly lengthy testimony
Igs from - Mr. McArthur did get back from Sam Harvey a

I* fairly lengthy testimony about what did occur and
* why Mr. Harvey felt that he was not preselected.In
pI fact, he feels that Gary Fiser was the one who
BM contrived the process. that he confided in him that

liot he did so.
il - Ill distribute not only a copy of an

tim affidavit that was filed - that was filled out by
a3c Sam Harvey. and I would like to distribute that.
t114 It is also important to note that
tlsl Mr. Harvey was never interviewcd by the Office of
lic Inspector Investigations or -
1171 MR. STEIN: Was Mr. Harvey's departure
lit] from TVA voluntary?
[t MR. VIGLUICCI: I don't know all the
pm details.

All MR. BOYLES: Yes. it was. He accepted a
pm position with another utility.
am MR. VIGLUICCI: So I'll provide at least
p ] ten copies to Loren and you can review that. I wish
psj you would review that. especially before your

I PA
iII someone for raising a safety issue.We've discusfed

(l my background quite a bit. I really spent. almost
I pl 30 years of my primary responsibility was reactor

I'I safety, was raising reactor safety issues. As I
Isl took it on, clearly understand the imponrnce of
s employees being able to do that.
m And likewise. I would say the 1993
PIB complaint. ! didn't know of the 1993 con.plint. Now
pl that I have seen it I am not in any way a party to

tat that complaint, so I would lack any kind of
IIil motivation to take any action against this
iam individual for something that I didn't even know
taxi about and, in fn t.was not a party to.
1"l And finally, as we talk of it, I'd say.

i1s1 because I don't think it is as strong as the other
iiq two. would hope the othertwo are very clear that
"7n I would have no motivation and it would be contrary
11181 to my whole career to try and do it. But as we just
'ir, discussed, when we were going through this. we were
!Pt clear that Mr. Fiser first said he would and then
:pqI actually filed a DOL complaint. Our Inspector
!rm General was actively investigating this process as
!m we were doing it.And with everyone we involved.
rAj there were sevenrl Human Resource Managers and
rasi Specialists involved. the Office of General Counsel.
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vi meeting with Dr. McAnhur. and that will put it into
mr some more context as to Sam Ha2rvcy's perspective to
p) our own position.
it) MR. McGRATH: To go on and np up. the

rsl report also stated that Mr. Harvey could have been
R placed in a vacant site chemistry position; and as
M we previously discussed. that is f2acually
pi incorrect.There was no vacant site chemistry
M position.

pal And finally^ the report says we subjected
till the employee that is Mr. Fiser. to disparate
ri2] treatment. and that is based upon by the report
tim Mr. McArthur's position which he says was created in
tlul mid- 996 and he 6as transferred to this position
1is3 without competition in contravention of TVA policy.
I'll As we discussed at length earlier, this
1171 was an existing position and that was reviewed by
tpil Human Resources and it was Human Resources' '
ip.l recommendation that he be placed into that position
pq and it indeed was in accordance with our policy.
mn even the problem of his position descriptions that
m had occurred previously.
9l To wrap up and surnmariz. I really hope
pal vou would agree that it is inconceivable that I
psl would take action here to discriminate against

a number of senior managers who were on the
p Selection Review Board. I would contend it's

i9p inconceivable I could have influenced or even
.l atnempted to influence that wide a number of people
m'm across TVA in order to go influence who would be
IS3 selected for a position.
Mg We really did this whole thing trying to

pl be fair and trying to ensure that we selected the
M x best individual for the position.

1111 You asked me earlier why I should remain
Itil in nuclear power. I think it is more, really the

most important to me thing here is that I clear my
131 name. I've devoted my whole career to reactor

1u1 safety. It is very important to me that we clarify
.tisl this. I don't believe that I did anything wrong in
(tasl this case.We tried our best to do what was
:1i7 required in accordance with a11 of our procedures.
till I will be glad to provide you whatever
11j, additional information you may feel you need from me
px or anything that would help you in your

112i deliberations on this. and we intend here to pursue
1m this through whatever forum is available to me to
pim ensure that I can clear my name.

1P4 And I thank you for your anention and
j9sl listening to my presentation.
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-MR. REYES: We have one question that wc

pa need to clarify.
pi MS. DAMSLY: Actually! guess I have
pi two. One. your transfer when you switched out of
Ps nuclcar. did that have anything to do with any of
Iq this at all or?
M U MR. McGRATH: No. it doesn't.] have
pi been working - we have a large business
pi transformation project. I've been leading a team

tit] and had a lot of exposure to other parts of TVA and
utl it was an opportunity available here that I thought

p'z would be interesting and consumptive.
V1si MR. DAMBLY: Then the other one is really
pil for Mr. Boyles. I mean you provided us some notes
sis this morning on the prior position -Mr. McArthur

jig] held.which wasTechnical Programs/Opernuons
tol Scrvices Mlanager which was the PD of record, I
gia; guess. rather than the correct PD of record.
lit] MR. BOYLES: Yes. sir.
pol MR. DAMBLY: You said by comparing that
pil with the new one. you decided they were essentially
Pr the same job. so he was entitled to it.
m1 When I look at what you gave me. in his
pil PD of rccord. Mr. Mr-Arthur had six functions. In
s, 4the job that he was ultimately slid into, he lost
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Ill that, in my opinion that's more of a significant
PI change, and that was my perspective wh:n we were
pi looking at these positions.
ti' And I hope that answers your question.
s MR. DAMBLY: I guess not really, because
IC I still have a problem. If he was qualified and was
Pl managing both Chemnistry and Environmcntl and you
a; eliminated a technical manager and not managing as
p] in people and you elirninatc'd half of it so he was

pq doing even less, he certainly would appear to be
lill performing that function before and why he has to
tizi compete for half his job I don't understand.

v12 MR. BOYLES: In my view it was very
lil similar to what we had done previously.When the
ti's jobs were combined, viewed it as a significant
piq change. I agreed with the Human Resource officer
inr that did the evaluation and did the cevluation twice
iiii of the positions, prior to Mr. Fiscr informing us
iwt that he was going to file a DOL complaint, and at
Pv that time I asked Mr. Easley to look at that job
PIl again and come back to me with a recommendation. He
m returned with the same recommendation after we had
n talked with the OGC and after we had talked with our
rm Labor Relations stiff.
psi MR. DAMBLY: Mr. Grover was a people

,-
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Ill three of those functions. Industrial Safety.
p Emergency Preparedncss and Protective Sernices: they
P! were no longer part of it. On the other hand.
pi Mr. Fiser had two functions. Chernistry and
Is) Envaronmcntal. and he lost one of the two.
162 I don't see why there's a difference
m there. Both of them lost half, but in one case you
pl considered it as something you could slide somebody
pm in and the other you couldn't.
I MR. BOYLES: I understand the question.
tlr Let me describe my perspective on comparing a
IiZ managers job which supervises several functions and
113: comparing a job which is more technically oriented.

^l Our managers supervise possibly six or
liss seven functions, oftentimes we will go and take an
isl industral safety function and move it to our
117l nuclear support organization. I don't view that as
tl a significant change for that nanuger.They are
lieq still managing an orpnintion they arc still
pv supervising several functions.
1t] I didn't do the comparison on the
;M Chemistry Program Manager. that was done by the
gnI Hurman Resourcc officer that worked for me. but that
s11 is a very technical. specialized position When you

psi change something like the environmental portion of

In mrianager. right?
IM MR. BOYLES: Yes.

pi MR. DAMBLY: Didn't he have the Chemistry
pil and Environmental function under him'
p jiE MR. BOYLES: Yes.

I Pq MR. DAMBLY: So he had hal of it new
[7 duties and he was a manager, so why didn't you
pi consider as a mnanger picking up a function or
pI whatever is not that important like you figured

lici dropping a function wasn't that important?
III) MR. BOYLES: As I said we mrade the
hat2 determination that Wilson McArthur had a right to
1m that new position because of the position

giaj description of record that he held. It did leave
itiS Ron Grover without a position to compete with.
isq As I said. Ron Grover raised that issue
gpil and I think we've addressed his concerns.
lisl Mr. Grover is still an employee with TVA and at his

lri request went on an INPO assignment.
Pol So I think we tried to deal with that
Pil situation the situation that we had inherited from
FM previous actions. as fairly as we-could for both
;ml individuals. for Dr. McArthur and for Ron Grover.
pil MR. VIGLUICCI: I just want to make sure
12s] we have the right focus here.

P., i

-
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Tom. did you havc any actions whatsoever,
rCsponsibilites for deciding whether that job

A'as competed or not?
M] MR. McGRATH: No I referred it to Human
pi Resources and I tookl action based - I went along
* with their recommendations as to how that should be
I handled and went ahead based on their deterrnination.
pn MR. STEIN: Let me ask you one question.
jM We have been exploring your interactions with people
,q who report to you. Have you had any internctions in

t1'l This matter on who selected the people you report to
tiaj up the chain ofTVA?

1pt MR. McGRATH: No. ldo not.When I did
ti.I the reorganization. the reorganization was reviewed
l'sl with the chief nuclear officer and the
lsie vice-president. senior vice-president of operations
P7n at the time; but that was from the organization, not
r'a1 any individuals.
pgi, MR. STEIN: So you never discussed
q individuals with anyone?

pill MR. McGRATH: No. I did not discuss
M individuals vith anyone I reported to.There was
z3s; knowledge of what went on obviously when we evolved.

tn the DOL complaint became part of it. ob.iously
.Jormed m, manager that that existed and that I
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lil v2s proceeding along the line of work-ing with Human
;n Resource and OGC to ensure that wc handled that
pi properly.
j1a MR. STEIN: Who was your manager that you
mi were discussing this withl
pi MR. McGRATH: At the time it was Zern
p and the Chief Nuclecr Office was Oliver Kingsley at
pl the time.
M MR. REYES: I think we covered a11 the

lio questions, so let me close the conference.
I'll In closing this Predecisional Enforcement
t2t Conference. I want to rermnd you of two things
ps3 Mr. M cGrath. First, the apparent viboLtion
iui discussed at this Predecision.al Enforcement
1" Conference is subject to further review and may be
pin subijct to change prior to any resulting enforcement
ni~l action.

V1s And second. the statements of views or
ciel expressions of opinion made by NRC employees at this

gom l'-.tdccisional Enforcement Conference or lack thereof
e ot intended to represent final agency

- .errrunations or beliefs.
Gi~cn the presence ofTN'A at the

inference, the company represenuative, we would
Psh like to offer you the opportunity to meet with

Ill members of the NRC staff privately.Would you like
M to do so?
pi MR. McGRATH: No. sir. I see no need for
I1 that.
1s1 MR. REYES: With that. we're going to
pi close the enforcement conference.Thank you.
m (Conference concluded at 12:20 p.m.)

Jill
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